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You're never too old (or too young)·

Campus park
plans··· resume
BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

Last Friday, College. Friends, a campus organization that provide_s activities for Cincinnati area .
kids, hosted an evening of Halloween festivities, including opportunities to trick-or-treat. in the ·
dorms, visit a "haunted" Honors House and play games in the O'Connor Sports Center.·

Xavier, in alliance with the Cincinnati Park Board; is in the process of clearing land along Victory
. Parkway to begin construction of a
neV! park, which will be open to the
Xavier community as well as local
residents.
.
When the process Of clearing
.. trees in the area is complete, the
next step will be to bring in loads
. of dirt to level out the land, which
will begin in a few weeks.
Under the agreement signed by
Xavier and the Cincinnati Park
Board and unani~ously approved
by Cincinnati City Council, the city
will lease the land to Xavier for $1
for 98 years.
The tentative completion date of
the park is the fall of 2000. The
park will be finished later than initially expected due to several setbacks throughout the process.
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the cornerofVictory Parkway,'~ said .
Kucia. "When the park is completed, there will be plenty of green
space for recreation."
Six outdoor teimis courts will
replace the. ones displaced by the
construction of the Cintas Center.
The courts will· be available to the
Xavier tennis team four hours each
day, seven days a week during th~
tennis season, and will be open to
members of the community at
other times during daylight hours.
There will be no lights on the
playing field or the tennis courts,
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· The new theater wiH hold apDuring the ccmstruction of the lay.
has been predominately positive,
Xavier recently. unveiled plans
"We wanted to make sure the but a few concerns have been
for the construction of its new uni- proximately 350. people, ~nd the rie~ building,offices currently iri
have to park would be in good shape for the raised. One objection from neighversity center, citing specific details .· seats will begin directly at the fpot the University Center
temporarily relocate. The post of- next98. years," said Kucia.
borhood resid~nts was the visibilabout th~ structure for the first time. of thestage.. .
The new bui.ldi~g will be ~ailed
The second floor of the build- flee willbe moved to the basement
The· park wm consist of four ity of the Cintas Center after the
· ·
trees were cleared along Victory
the Gallagher Center, in honor of ing will be hoine to a variety of stu-. of the physical plant building and major elements.
The Woodland ecology trail wiU Parkway.
its. main benefactor, Charles dent organizations and administra- · the t~eater events will be held in the
tive offices'such as Student Govern- Armory.and in local theatres. A 24- ' begin by the· aonor!(House at the
"This is something none of us
Gallagher.
"The new university ceriter will mentAssociation and Multicultural hour computer lab ·will possibly bottom of the residential mall. The expected hut we :are now trying to
be aHvely building available to stu- Affairs.
open in the ground-floorlounge of . trail will serve as an educational work on this," said Kucia. ''This
dents," said Vice President of Stu~'The positioning of student gov- Kuhlman;
. resource for students, especially in project has required many commudent . Development Dr.. Ron . ernment will be much more accesThe bookstore facilities will be biology and education classes. nitymeetings with North Avondale,
· . Slepitza. · "It will be a hot spot of sible to the students,'' said sopho- · moved to the basement of CBA.
Along the half-mile long trail, there the park board. and city council.
campus life for students."
more senator J.P. Engelbrecht. ·
''The new store will be bigger will be approximately 35 areas of There has been plenty of public dis· The current University Center is
On this floor, there will also be and better," said bookstore 111ariager ecological interest. Ecologist and cussion."
scheduled to .be demolished this a Faces of the World lounge, where Andrew Gephardt. "It will defi- Xavier biology professor Dr. Stan
One aspect of the park plan is
summer, after the compJetion of the photography will be displayed. ·
nitely be worth the transitional pe- Hedeen co-designed the trail in or- the planting of bushes and trees to
Cintas Center. The Gallagher CenThe offices of Career Services riod."
der to enhance the natural ecology beautify and thicken the buffer
ter is expected to be completed by and Leadership Services will be
Slepitza noted the difficulties in of the area.
along Victory Parkway.
the fall of 2001.
located on the third floor, in addi- finding temporary locations for of"The trail will be an educational
The estimated cost of the project
The Gallagher Center will be a tion to several other offices, which fices.
opportunity for Xavier students,'' is $2 million, which is being prithree-story building (approximately will all be connected.
"There are not a lot of vacant said Hedeen. "It will also be used ·vately funded by Xavier. Funds for
.78,000 ft.), eachfloor overlooking
One of the most distinctive fea- spaces around campus, but we are by all local schools as well as all the project will not come out of the
a central atrium which will contain tures of the Gallagher Center will willing to put up with temporary other visitors.''. ·
University's operating budget. ·
· several computer labs. According be a bell tower, which will be vis- inconveniences for the sake of perA bike and exercise path will be
"We are grateful to the Cincinto Slepitza, this is one of the most ible across campus. Within the manent . improvement;" said available for running; cycling and nati Park Board and Cincinnati City
creative features of the building.
tower, there will be glass-enclosed · Slepitza.
rollerblading.
Council for their willingness to en"The openness of this room will study lounges.
Xavier chose the Opus CorpoA daytime playing field, which . ter into this partnership with
allow students .to· feel connected
The new center will be set back ration, the same company hired to will replace Cohen Field, will serve Xavier,'' said Xavier President Rev.
with everything else in the build- approximately 50 feet farther than . build the Cintas Center, to constrilct as a place to play recreational sports James E. Hoff, S.J.
ing," s.aid Slepitza. ''The atrium will the current structure, opening up an this $15 million project.
such as soccer, lacrosse, flag foot"I amcertain that in the near and ·
be ·accessible at all times and will . area for a large green space where
ball and softball. The field will also distant future, the park will provide
greatly enhance student interac- activities can be held.
be open to all city residents.· ·
much enjoyment· to the people of
tion.''
"This is a great location for a
"At the beginning of the year, I Cincinnati as well as the students
The first floor of the building university center because it is in the
saw students playing volleyball on of Xavier University.''
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Villa dinner
Join the Men's Chfistian Community House for dinner at the
Villa, located across from the
Honcirs House,· on Friday, Nov.
5, with chef Rev. JohnLaRocca,
S.J. Dinner will be served from
4:30- 6:30 p.m. All are welcome;

.

Approach retreat

.

.·

.

'

.

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN··
CampusNews Editor

Mini marathon
Recreational sports is teaming
up with the wellness team to organize a Xavier team for the 2000
Cincinnati Mini-Heart Mara.
thon. Training sessions wili be
held every other Monday at 5:30
p.m., starting Monday, Nov. 15
up until race day, which is March
26, 2000. For those people looking for someone to run or walk
with, please note that all abili~
ties, ages and fitness levels are
welcome. A variety ofloops with
different distances will be available. For more inforination, call
Caroline at 745-3209 or meet in ·
the O'Connor Sports Center
lobby on Nov. 15.

·Business
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experience
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Dr. Helmut Roehrig directs Xavier's concert choir at its annual. fall concert last Friday night in
Bellarmine Chapel. The concert featured compositions the choir performed on itS recent tripto
Munich, Germany. The program included works by American composers, including American
spirituals.
·

CAACURH conference· at Xavier.

to event organizers, because ponent with an inviting and social
CAACURH rarely chooses univer- atmosphere.
February Approach·Team apThe theme of this year's conferDelegates from Xavier's sities as small as Xavier to host its
plications are available at the
conference.
ence '"'.ill be "solving the mysteries
CAACURH
Conference
Team
exCampus Ministry house. Appli"It will showcase our campus of leadership." To. adhere to the
pect to host more than 500 visitors
cations are due Monday, Nov. 15
and what we have to offer," said Se". theme, one of the conference events
from
more
than
45
schools
this
by Sp.in.
niorconferencechairDaveForman. will. be a showing of.the movie
weekend, Nov. 5-6.
The Centtal Adan tic Affiliate of "The conference will show our lead" ".Clue."
,,.., · · ..There will be an opening~ cer7 ·.
College. and University Residence ersliip on campus."
The 15 students of Xavier's con- . emony on Friday night in the. ArAdam Sanregret and the Jazz
Halls (CAACURH) holds a yearly
ferenceteam have been working for · mory, Keynote speaker· Debbie
regional-conference; ·
Minor Trio will perform at noon
on Friday, Nov. 5 in the Logan
This year's conference, during nearly two years to put it together. Pearce of the communication arts
The team began by lobbying for department will address. c:onference
Hall Cash room. The perfoi:mance
· which members of regional Resiis presented by the music departdence Hall Associations (RHA) the right to host the conference. attendees ...
ment and will include selections
meet to discuss and interact with Next, in the planning stage, they · . On Satlirday, the conf~rence will
·from Miles Davis, Sonny Rollins,
issues of leadership, will be at coordinated the conference sched~. present,several leildership·sessions
ule and accomodations. Now, they· for delegates to attend with topics
John Coletrane and more.
Xavier for the first time.
"We 're going to do Xavier are finally at the stage of the actual that· include. networking; .t¢a:m
· building and progrilni~irig on camproud," said event co-adviser Ava event.
Jean Fiebig. "We're going to put
. ...
RHA delegates from the central pus~
Tile chamber orchestra's. fall
. Other social acti.vities are
on a goOcl program. We're very or- Atlantic states - Ohio, Pennsylcom;:ert will be at 7:30 p.m .. on
vania, Maryland, Delaware and planned tofill out the conference.
ganized."
Tuesday, Nov. 9 in Bellarmine
·
Every year, Xavier's RHA at- New York - will be accomodated . schedule.
,Chapel. The orchestra is directed .
tends the CAACURH conference · by the Clarion Hotel in Northern ··.. The conference will concfode
. by Dale Swisher.' .The coricert
·,with. an awards banquet. and. a.
and two others. :Last year's confer- Kentucky.
. will feature compositions repreThegoaloftheconferenceis"to. ·.~an~:~~· .·: :: · . >
· · ·
ence was at La Salle University in
.·senting the major periods of muPennsylvania. This weekend, stu- bring leaders together so that they .:~: ... ~essi~ns ·and·'activities are.
.·.. sic from. the Baroque era through
dents prepare to celebrate in a lo- can meet with other regional lead-· · closed to :the public,· but volunteers·
. the modern.
ers," said Fiebig.
. .·are still Il'ee~ed.: 'i:'o:vohinteer, stucal setting.
Event organizers also note the·· ... dents may contacfl.;auren ,Tiemeier
For CAACURH to select Xavier
is a tremendous honor, according need to blend the education com- at 351~7315.
. The IRS is recruiting volunteers for their Volunteer Iricome
Tax Assistance (VITA) program,
public indecency when he was ob- · duct and underage drinking.
which provides free income tax
served urinating in the Cohen park~
. assistance to individuals with
ing lot.
Saturday, Oct. 30, 5 p.m. - A
special needs, especially low instudent reported someone had left
· Come tax payers, persons with
Tuesday, Oct 26, 2:20 p.m.---'
Thursday, Oct. 28, 10:10 p.m. a three-inch scratch on the .side of
disabilities, non-English speakA student reported she -A non-student was cited for hav- his Chevy. Blazer while it was
ers and older taxpayers. Assisinadvertantly left her purse in a ing ail open container of alcohol in ·parked in the Cohen parking lot.
tance is generally offered i11 lithird floor restroom in Alter hall. a motor vehicle.
braries, community centers,
When she returned one hour later,
Saturday, Oct. 30, 5:15 p.m. churches and other community
·Friday, Oct; 29, 5-6: 15 a.m. her purse was gone.
A student on the third floor of
locations. They are looking for
Someone toilet papered the Village Kuhlman hall reported someone
students who are working toward
courtyard and the parking lot by removed her car keys from her dorm
Wed~esday, Oct 27, 4:45 p.m.
a degree in accounting or who
- A student reported that her the E building.
room and may have driven the car.
enjoy crunching numbers.
Xavier All-Card and bank card
The program requires a few ·
Saturday,' Oct. 30, 12:45 a.~.
were missing. She believes they
Monday, Nov. 1, 1:55 p.m. hours a week from mid-January
may have been lost or dropped in - Two students were observed by Residence life reported 'that a Tanthrough April 15. For more inor around the Armory.
campus police removing a street gent CP hard drive and 15 assprted
formation, call the IRS Taxpayer.
sign at the intersection of Pacific music CDs had been removed from
Education Office in Southern
Thursday, Oct. 28, 2:30 a.m. Avenue and Herald Avenue. They the apartments manager's office in
Ohio at 684-2828 no- later than
- A non-student was cited for were cited for theft, disorderly con- the Village.
Dec. 20.

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN
Campus News Editor

Music. at.noon .

.Orchestra concert

i:RS recruitment

Xavier's Williams College of
Business (WCB) offers students a
chance to become involved with
cooperative education allowing
students to add professional endeavors· to their academic experience.
''I honestly believe participating in the WCB co·-op program is
one of the best ways to gain majorrelated work experience as it relates
to the real world," said Kathy
McClusky, director of the coopen1tive education program.
Eligible students can choose
from a variety of "real" jobs in
which tO participate.
Several major. local businesses
work with WCB and offer employment to students in the co-op program.
These companies range from
Cincinnati Bell to Fifth Third Bank,
from Nabisco to Procter and
Gamble.
To participate in the co-op program, undergraduate business students must have earned at least 55
. credit hours and 2;75 or higher
GPA.
·Students must' have a declared
major aridfoust have completed
Management 301.
Each co-op opportunity may be
worth. three academic credits on a
student's transcripts.
Overall,· co-op administrators
say, cooperative education allows
students to develop a greater appreciation of the importance of academic study as well as of the
student's role in business, industry
· and government. '
For more information, students
may contact Xavier's co-op. Web
site ,at www.xu.edu/colleges/cba/
coop/index.html.
"I really want to encourage students to participate in the co-op
program," said McCluskey.
"Not only will students have a
job that relates specifically to their
business major, they will receive
academic credit, a grade and a salary,"

a

Police Notes

Police NOie
ofthe·MMl.·
Sunday, Oct. 31, 1:10
p.m. - A student reported
that he was robbed while
walking from a house party
on Clinton Springs. The student also recievcd a cut on
his wrist. Cincinnati police
are investigating the matter.
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Philosophy professor
raises political issues
BY ANDY WEISS
Contributing _Writer
Xavier's own professor of philosophy, Dr. Robert Rethy, is the
featured speaker tonight in the next
installment of the _Robert J. Murray
Lecture Series, held on campus.
His lecture, entitled "Progress
and Return," actually alludes· to a
lecture once given by famed political philosopher Leo Strauss.
The Robert J. Murray Lecture
Series is named after retired Xavier
professor of classics, Dr. Robert J.
Murray.

Murray was a member ofone of
the first Honors Bachelor· of Arts
(HAB) classes and during his tenure, he directed the university's
HAB program until his retirement.
The Murray Lecture_ Series is designed to carry on the spirit of the
humanities education taught at
Xavier and embodied in the HAB
and University Scholars program.
Rethy's lecture is at 7:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium.
A reception will follow the lecture in the Honors House, 3868
Lydgewood Ave.

--ATTENTION ALL

Rev. Thomas Kennealy, SJ., dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and senii:>r Jon -Trauth
cast their votes for Cincinnati's district election in the University Center Tuesday afternoon;
Only 112 people voted at Xavier's polls, 18 of whom were students, marking the lowest voter
turnout at Xavier since 1992.

STUDENTS '

-Now Hiring-

at

!Ferrari~.
-Litt{e Ita!yantl '.Ba/q.iy
- SERVERS
- HOSTS/HOSTESSES
- DISHWASHERS
MADEIRA
- 7677 Goff Terrace
across from Kroger's

272-2220

- Part-time & Full-time
- Great experience
- Great job
. MONTGOMERY
11384 Montgomery Road
_In the shops at Harper's Point

'

489-9777

LUNCH: Monday-Friday 11 :30-2 :30 p.m.
DINNER: Monday..;.Thursday 5 :00-10:00. p.m.,
Friday-Saturday 5:00-11 :00 p.m.,
& Sunday 4:00-9 :00 p.m.

Interview witfi us 10:00 a.m. - 6:00

p.m. ( :Monfiay-Saturday)

Mon.-Thurs
- Friday

i

Satur~a

9:00-8:00
9:00-6:00
1O:oo.:.s:oo

4
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WOR:L·D .·.-BRIEFS····
>-Compiled by : Pat Sca11en >-Source: College Press Wire

Seven killed
in Xerox shooting

Elizardo Sanchez, ·had ap-:
.<proached foreign embassfos in
Havana aboutnieeting withJeaders during theNov.15-16 Ibero- .
HONOLULU - In the latest American Summit, a gathering of ·
outburst of workplace violence, heads of state from Spain, Portu- "
a Xerox copier repairman shot gal and Latin America.
and killed seven co-workers in ·
"They were planning a para!his office building.yesterday· lei summit," Castro said in an
morning and then fledin a com- AssociatedPressinterview. .
Sanchez, a lon'gtime human .
pany van, according to reports
filed by The Associated Press. . rights :activist, ·rejected .the ·.
Two hours later, police sur- · charge that opponents wanted to
rounded the suspect and began derail the summit Without nam- ·
negotiati ng with him; which ing the countries, Sanchez said
that he had re.ceived word
continued into the afternoon.
The gunfire erupted shortly through diplomatic relations that
after 8 a.m. ( l p.m. EST) in an the leaders of three delegations
industrial section of Honolulu, wanted to meet with him.
far from the Waikiki tourist dis"The accusations are totally
trict. Five victims were found unfounded,'' said Sanchez, who
dead nearby. All had been shot added that most opposition .
with a 9 mm handgun, according groups hoped the summit would
to authorities.
be a success. "My worry is that :
As of 3 p.m. (8 p.m. EST) ne- this could be a preamble to more
gotiations were continuing, and drastic measures by .the govern- ,
someone had en.tered the van to ment."
talk to the suspect.
.To be sure, dissidents· have
Police identified the gunman · made no secret of •plans to use
as 40-year-old Bryan Uesugi, the gathering to draw attention·
who joined Xerox Corp. in 1984. to their compl~ints - among
Uesugi was a member of his them that the Cuban government:
high school rifle team and had does not allow freedom ofexpresup to 17 weapons registered in sioil, assembly and movement.
his name. According to HonoSome countries attending the
lulu Mayor Jeremy Harris, "This · summit have pushed for freeing
could have been much, much four interna~ionally known Cuworse."
ban dissidents, sentenced earlier ·
By late morning in Makiki thisyeartoprisontermsranging
Heights, a residential neighbor- from .four and a half to six years. ;.
hood near the shooting 'scene~ ilegotiators were talking with the'
suspect through a bullhorn. R~$CUe t~~D.IS
Uesugi could be seen pacing
reach Indian state .
back and forthoutsfde th~ van:
Police cordoned ofr a.:tialf..· ·.
. ·.· . ·.....
mile area around the vehicle, .
BHUBANESHWAR, India which is parked near the Hawaii Relief worl( to reach millions hit,
Nature Center. About 60 fourth- by last week's cyclone in theeastgraders arid 12 chaperones were · em Indian state of Orissa got unon a nature hike when police told .. :derway Tuesday as rescue teams
them to get to higher ground. A . battled flooded roads, looting
·
school bus with two rifle-toting . and the· threat (}f disease.
police officers then took the stuAn International Federation of
dents to safety.
·Red Cross and Red· Crescent SoAll seven victims were male cieties (IFRC) spokesman quoted
Xerox employees who were shot a· senior state official as saying
on the second floor of the two- that about 15 million people had
story building. They ranged in . been affected and two million
age from 33 to 58..
· homes had been destroyed or
"It's a shock for all of us. We · · damaged.
"The relief commissioner
have such a safe community with
almost no violent crime,'' Mayor seemed to think there might be
Harris said. "To have someone · as many as 10,000 dead," the
snap like this and murder seven. IFRC's South Asia spokesman,
people is just absolutely appall- Patrick Fuller, said.
ing."
Relief work was stepped up
Tuesday, with the air force dropping about 124 tons of food· in
Castro chastl.ses ..
,. the affected areas, according. to
Reuters.
Cuban dissidents
A government spokeswoman
HAVANA- With an interna- said New Delhi was sending a
tional summit nearing, Fidel team of senior government offiCastro unleashed an. unusual cialsWednesday for"a rapid surtelevised attack on dissidents vey of the affected areas to get
planning to use the gathering of feedback ~or immediated requireleaders to v.oice their complaints ments."
An epidemic threat looms over
about Cuba's communist system.
During a live broadcast of the state of 35 million people.
more th.an five hours that began "These people have been out.
Monday night and lasted until there for four· days now, and. if
early Tuesday morning, the Cu- they are di-inking ~ontaminated
ban leader named, many oppo 7 water, you are talking about dis:
nents of his comrritinist govern- 'eases like gastro-enteritis, diar-r~ea and malaria/' Fuller said.
ment.
Castro claimed that one,
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.· ·BY MIKE DORNING
GregoryJ>hiliips, lead fovestiga~ the steady radio sigrtal from a flight . · '
AND JON. HILKEVITCH ·
· tor for the National Transportation recorder to pinpoint its location for ·
··· Chicqg0Trib1me
Safety Bqard; said he expected th~ the salvag~ ship: The !lircraft c<:ln"
'NE\VPORi1fo.-Scrambling se~rch for' a ~ause of the.crash' t;iih~ two separ*te~recorders:one
.. to 'inake pro.gre~s in their salyage · ''would be a long one"· spanning · .· that uses 11'.inicrophone· in ,the'.coc~~
effortsithead ofan expected stonl1;. ''the next coming months, maybe . pitto ·tape the pilotS' conversati9ns .
Coast Guard crews on Monday· Io-. evei:i y~ari"
.
and 'anoth~r that records daia· from
. cated a large floating piece of the
flight fostrumerits;
EgyptAir· jet thatcrash.ed Sunday .. ·
Mo'st experts said the rapid de~
off the coast of Nantucket, Mass.
·. . .· • .1. ,
scent
of the EgyptAir plane ~
1 ·.. ·
CoastGuardRearAdm.Richard
which ·plummeted at a rate of
. Larrabee;commanderoftheseaich · . '·fn~st·dependa.b/e ·. '23,200feet'a minute·'-'- indicated··
·· operation, said thatto his kriowl··
· · ·
·
· ·. · the plane was out of control and
.• edge there were no signs of. burn
.
breaking apart before it hit the wa-.
marks on the wreckage. Bum marks
fl'· ·
J' ·
ter~ But investigators declined to
. would be a. sign· that· the. plane·
. . own .. ·. m )USt
offer any iqsights, saying the physi·· caught fire or exploded at some.·
, shocked
the
cal damage to recovered wreckage
poinfduring its descent or impact,
will tell the story.
Several, reports published Monalthough their absence on wreck-.
'age recovered so far does not rufo
day indicated the jetliner may have
out the possibility of an explosion.
slowed down at an altitude just be-John McCollister, low 20,000 feet,.perhaps indicatTheCoastGuardalsopickedup
. American Airlines·. ing that the pilots were attempting ·
radio' signals· from one of the two
"black box" flight recorders
767 captain to regain control of the craft. But
board· the ·Boeing. 767, raising··
aeronautical experts told the Trihopes that the recorders will be ·
bune thatthe evidence more likely
quickly recover.ed. • These. would
FBI Boston Regional Director . suggests that broken pieces of the
provide investigators with .critfoal · ·Barry Mawn added that no evi- airplane, lacking aerodynamic
. information on the firial moments· · dence had yet beenfound that the shapes, were falling more slowly
of Flight 990.
plane was brought down by terror- than the main part of the craft.
. .The waters offNantucketwhere ist attack or other criminal activity.
Officials stressed that while the
the plane went down are twice as
Coa~t Guard ships focused on
events leading up .to the. catadeep as the sea off Long Island floating field of debris spread out strophic loss of control remain a
where TWA Flight 800 went down over approximately 40 square miles mystery, it is extremely rare for a
. in 1996. As a result, the search for of ocean. Larrabee said a "large plane to run into trouble once it
evidence to solve the mystery of pieee of aircraft structure" had been levels off and reaches the cruise
the crash presents a greater chal- recovered Monday morning but phase. The vast majority of acciIenge for divers.
would not give any details.
· dents -.,- whether caused by me"Salvaging the wreckage. of
. The Coast Guard also has been chanical problems or pilot errorFlight. 990 will be much tougher recovering articles such as seat cush- occur during takeoffs and limdings.
thantheTWArecoverynotonlydue ions, life rafts, inflatable evacua"The.767 is the most d~pendto the deeper waters but because . tion slides, articles of clothing and · able airplane I have'i~ver flowi1. rm
- we're alreii4y'9itJhe cusp ofwinfe('~·papejs ·such as pa~spo_l'fs, he sai!:J.. Just shocked 'abounhe ·EgyptAir
and a very limited time windowis:i' in addition, searchers havl(beeri 'cr'ash because you never exp~rfon~e
closingfast,''saidRJohnHansman finding "other signs of human re- any big problems with the plane;"
of the M:~ssachusetts Institute of malns,'' Larrabee said.
said John McCollister, a 767 capTechnology.
The Coast Guard is trying to use ta in for American Airlines.

"'T''h.e /7.6.·7 ts· ,,,+h··e
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Professional Etiquette
:·~

Dinner
Wednesday, November 17th
· 5:30-8:00 p.m.
Terrace Room, University Center
Enjoy a Five-Course Dinner while learning
Professional/Business Etiquette and have a chance
to WIN Fabulous Career-Related DOORPRIZES!

Seminar Topics Include: Nine Key Rules of Business Dining, When to
Begin Talking Business during a Meal, Seating Etiquette, Napkin
Etiquette, The Art of Eating Bread and Rolls, How to Hold Utensils,
How to Handle. Difficult to Eat Foods, and more.

Tickets are $15 and can be purchased
Monday-Friday during normal business hours at:
Career Services Center, University Center '
Ticket Sales end Monday November 15th .. ,.
..
PROFESSIONAL DR.ESS·REQUIRED!
~

..

Sponsored by: . ·Career Services, Xavier Wellness Team,
Xavier MBA Program, and Residence Life

For :Wore Information call Career Services at: 745-3141

. ..
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S!giJ
PAID ADVERTIS.EMENT

S:(}.A .•••. We gOt issues
Current projects address student concerns
HAVING. PROBLEMS REMEMBERING YOUR·E-MAIL ADDRESS?

Student Senators are seeking information about making on-campus e-mail addresses
more personal. If you have any comments concerning this, please call Kelly Borchers or
Jessica Tillman at X-3094.
·
·
ON-CAMPUS SHUTTLE DAYS CHANGED

The on.:campus shuttle will now rt.in from Sunday to Thursday: iristead of Monday
through Friday tobetterserve the needs of students traveling on campus. The hours of
operation are 6 p.m. to midnight.

·sHOWME.

·THE MONEY
A listing ofrecent financial motions passed by Senate far
recognized student clubs and organizations
Oct. 11, 1999
Women's Club Volleyball
National Tournament in Reno, Nev.
Alpha Phi Omega
budget for fiscal year

$3,345

$490:

"XTALK"

Oct. 18, 1999
Physics Club
$150
budget for fiscal year
Amnesty International
$390
Midwest Regional Conference in Chicago
Entrepreneur Club
$1,420
Conference in Chicago

··Why not sit down to lunch with Fr. Hoff, president of Xavier University, or Fr. Graham,
executive assistant to the president, and let your voice be heard? These lunches, referred
to as "X Talk," are held in the Cafe during the week, and all are welcome. If you are
interested in this program, call senator JP Engelbrecht@ 985-8751.

Oct. 25, 1999
WXRC
budget for fiscal year

VOICE YOUR OPINION TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The Student Affairs Committee, in an effort to gain input on student concerns, is setting
up lunches·in the Grill to discuss campus issues. Let your student government work for
you. For more information, please 'contact Senator Casey Schuff at 221-0907.

COMMUTER PARKING CONCERNS

-Student Senators are seeking the opinions of commuters regarding parking on campus.
If you have any comments on this issue, please contact Mark Mallett or Natosha Cuyler. Sher.man @ X-3094.

Nov. I, 1999
Men's Club Volleyball
National Tournament in Reno, Nev.

$490

-$2,210

lfy~ur club needsfu.ndihg please.call,,;:•
Mark Mallett, chair offinancial affairs @ 745-3094 . .

'··· ,."w1N·J.\'s2s GIFT,
CERTIFICATE TO THE
BOOKSTORE

*

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

JUST ANSWER THIS QUESTION:

...x;.,·

· What was Student&nate's
first event of the year?

*

NOV. 6 SGA SERVICE DAY
NOV. 6 GREEK FEST, STEPSHOW COMPETITION 7-10 P.M. IN

~ SPORTS CENTER; AFTER PARTY IN CA.FE UNTIL 2 A.M.

TO CLAIM YOUR PRIZE, CALL JEFF. PUGH, SENATE
COORDINATOR @ X-4249;

HOMECOMING WEEK 1999.

.*

NOV. 17 HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

~

NOV. 21 SENIOR BOARD EVENT, "BACK TO THE CAFE" FOR
~ SENIORS TO EAT IN THE MEZZANIN.E FOR $3
NOV. 25-28 HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!

· ..B;.. DEC. 3 ALPHA PHI ALPHA GOLD RUSH FEATURING DJBIZ
~ MARKIE 10:06 P.M.-2 P..M. IN SPORTS CENTER

WHO YA GONNA CALL?
·DOES YOUR CLUB NEED MONEY? MARK MALLETT X-3094
WANT TO START A CLUB? MIKE SIGG X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SENATE? JEFF PUGH X-4249
COMMUNITY SERVICE QUESTIONS? JULIE HAMMERSMITH X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDENT AFFAIRS? CASEY SCHUFF 221-0907
QUESTIONS ABOUT SAC? JESSICA HANSBERRY X-2867
QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS PAGE? JP ENGELBRECHT X-8751
QUESTIONS ABOUT SGA? LYNN GRUNNZINGER X-3995

LL-CARD.

• .

SATUR '"'~ NQ,I. 20:

HOMECOMING DANCE, 9 . .-1 A.M., SHARONVll,leE~>MVENTION CENTER- CKETS WILL BE ON SALE
FOR $12 IN THE SAC OFFIC ONLY, MON.-FRI. 11 A.~_
,.M. OR UNTIL SOLD OUT. PRESALE ONLY•. FIRST
800 BUYERS RECEIVE A HOMECOMING GLASS. BU
GOING TO SHARONVILLE WILL RUN 8:30-10:30
P.M. BUSES WILL BEGIN RETURNINq TO XU AT 12:30 A.M. FOOD IS INCLUDED IN PRICE OF TICKET,
THERE WILL. ALSO BE A. CASH
BAR AVAILABLE.
. .

li.7-
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Registration woes
ith registration. next classes causes faculty to add other
w e e k , m a n y . sections . and students to make
students fear being schedule changes that could be
closed out of classes. Seniors, es- avoided.
pecially, clamour to get those neeAnother growing. concern is
·the convenience of registering.
essary to graduate.
The stress of registration can Many universities have phone and
be overwhelming when you're e•mail registration. This makes it
standing there with a completed especially easy for those studying
form in hand, only to be told your abroad to register in a timely manclass selections are not available. ner and would diminish the line
The time spent with advisers in the basement hallway.
meticulously .choosing classes
The Registrar claims it is
seems wasted when you have to bound by the Family Educational
make quick changes to your Rights and Privacy Act (FERPI\),
schedule or else forfeit your place which requires a proof ~f signain the registration line,
ture unavailable over the phone or
What is even more bothersome e-mail.
is the order in which students reg- · ·..· It seems ironic we are unable
ister: It seems unfair that special to register. through these means
consideration is given to certain due to privacy concerns while
groups.
. Xavier is violating student privacy
Athletes and service fellows . by allowing students to pay fines
may register before· !lnybne else · directly to North Avondale with
in the student body. This means personal checks.
that. a freshman so~cer player.can
Graduate students, however,
pick his or her classes :before a are allowed to register by phone,
senior.
which makes us question why this
The problem with this is that procedure cannot be extended to
these priority students take class undergraduates.
Many schools have found a
space away from those who truly
need it. Often, students select way around FERPA, which incourses not in their major.
valves picking a confidential PIN
It's wonderful that students number to ensure privacy. We are
from other majors want to expand' ·• hoti advotad~'g doing away with
their scope by taking interdiscipli- the the current system, but ask that
nary classes, but not at the expense · we are given more choices.
of majors.
.
·
Registration can be a frustratThere are very few.choices by ing procedure: and one would
junior and senior year and every hope by the time he or she is an
.class is extremely important in upperclassman the hassles of reg~
planning a schedule.: Therefore, istedng could be avoided; : With
registratipn ~hould ,be bas.ed on the current system, there is .no
year alone. The o~erc~~wding of . guarantee.
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COMMENTARY-

Egg selling unnatural selection
BY ERIN NEVIUS
"This is Darwin's natural selection
Contributing Writer
at its very best. The highest bidder
Now, I consider myself a fairly gets youth arid beauty."
open minded person, and I can see
I guess I had been previously
the benefits of genetic engineering. misled as to the. actual meaning of
Who doesn't want the world to be · "Darwin's natural selection." It's
populated by tall Italian men who _not the strong that survive; it's the
dress like James Bond and speak people with the best makeup artists ..
like Barry White?.
In that case, it's safe to assume
However, I am slightly disturbed that if there ever were a nuclear war,
by one of the newest developments .the only people remaining. on the
in our country's qµest to look like ..1face of the earth wou_ld be Cindy
~ate.Moss,. . . ; · · ·· · . ··; <'JV;Cra~for,~.JJ;'y~a.:)3,a~ks an~ .. l)arid,
· .
: · ·
Photographer Ron Harris is auc- :,,: Hasselhoff.
I realized before finding out ·
tioning the eggs of fashion models
to infertile couples. I'm not exactly abo¥Uhis that society tends to place
sure how this works, seeing as I .. a slightly bizarre amount of emphahave no dire need. for any .portion sis on appearance, but this is ridieuof a pretty girl's reproductive sys- lous.
·
tern, but apparently H~is is getHarris' Web site is becoming a .
ting aspiring models _and actresses . ·popular place with sterile couples,
to donate their eggs so couples who and people are paying as much as
cannot naturally have a child can $150,000 for these eggs ..
purchase them and try inHere's the huge problem I find
vitrofertilization, and hopefuUy with this scheme: These couples
produce an above-average beauty. are infertile, which would lead me
The November issue of to believe they would understand
Newsweek quotes Harris as saying, the value of children a little bit more

than most people. '
You would think they wouldn't
care what their kid looked like, being content with the miracle that
they. had a· child who was happy;
healthy and loved.
And what about the models who
are giving away their eggs so someone else can prqduce an exceptionally beautiful child? Shouldn't they
have a little bit ~ore respect..for,
themselves than to sell an intensely
p~r~o.i:i,al.
,part. q~. ,thc;:m
foi:. ~pp,eiir-.l
' -...
. - .I . ' . • . .
.-.J. ; ' !
ances' sake?
••. . ·.• ', .
So anyway, I'm thinking of stai:ting a fund to provide Harris ~ith.
24-hciur-a-day lap dances fi:om .a
womaD:', with a body _the shape of
Mama Cass and the face of Bob
Dyla1,1._
_
Maybel'mjust bitter. I mean,
there's very little chance that any
of my children will even vaguely
resemble Claudia Schiffer.
M~ybe they'll have faces only a
mother could love, but at least I
won't have to pay $150,000 for
them.
~
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Talk to mom .before it's too late
BY KELLY SCHNEIDER
Contributing Writer
Of all of the gifts life has to
offer, loving parents is the best one
of all. By the time we reach college most students realize this is
a very true statement.
There is a disturbing statistic
facing all of our mothers everyday: One out of every eight
women will be diagnosed with
breast cancer at some point in her
life.
This is a very scary number for
anyone who knows the love that a
mother can offer and just how devastating it would be to let love disappear out of fear.
·
My mother was diagnosed with
breast cancer the day before my
senior prom. It was the most dev:
· astating news my family had.ever
faced.
· ·
There was no history of breast
cancer in my family and my
mother was only 41 years old. She

found a small lump while doing a
. monthly self-exam arid became
concerned.
She tried to tell herself it was
probably just a cyst, and everything
would be okay. Luckily, she was
strong enough to tell her family an_d
to go to the doctor to find out for
sure.
While the news was grave, the
strength my mother had only grew
stronger thanks to the support of her
family and friends.
She had the lump removed and
. began chemotherapy as soon as
possible. She soon. lost all of her
hair and was somewhat· sick after
every treatment, but life went on.
There is now one chemo treatment left, and thereafter radiation
will begin. The effects of this are
much less than that of the .chemotherapy.
·
By Christmastime it will al.I be.
over. The cancer will be gone and
· our family will be together, stron-

ger than ever, to celebrate what I
hope to be the best Christmas ever.
Being that October is Breast
Cancer Awareness Month, I wanted
to shed a little light on the subject.
So talk to your mothers about the
risks and developments that go
along with breast. cancer after the
age of 40.
Make sure they know having no
family history of the disease is not
an excuse to avoid mammograms
and/or self-examinations.
If the disease is caught early, ·
there is virtually no risk of dying
from it. The majority of women
who die from breast cancer are
those who are scaredor just too
busy to make mammograms an
important and routine part of their
·lives. Mothers are one of the most
influential characters in their
children's lives.
Do not lef her slip out of your
life without a fight. Please, talk to
your mother.
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Parents. pleased witbX•Day
n last week's Newswire,
. Joshua Coates wrote an editorial on his unhappiness
about hosting an X-Day during
Shantyfown and the possible
negative portrayal of Xavier that
Shantytown may offer to prospective students.
I would like to shed more light
into the matter of prospective stu- ulty panel presentations.
dent and parent response to
I personally referred to
Shantytown.
Shantytown as one of the many
First of all, I believe the orga- different ways students can get innizers of Shantytown did a great volved with organizations that fojob this year of informing students cus on service and social issues.
of what the goal of Shantytown
I, along with many other Xis. Junior Dan Morris wrote an Day staff members, received nothinsightful editorial challenging ing but positive reactions from the
Xavier students to think more · prospective students and parents
about homelessness issues.
about Shantytown.
·
Also,asamemberoftheBoard
They thought it was great so
of Ambassadors, I believe Xavier many students have such concern
has well-trained, knowledgeable about
the
problem
of
and friendly tour guides who re- homelessness and were amazed at
ceivealotofpraiseinevaluations the dedication of those who
from prospective students and braved the cold temperatures to
parents.
sleep in the shanties.
. It was interesting to hear such
I doubt the tour guides on X~
Day had any problems ~nforming insight from visitors, because as
parents about Shantytown.
a student I sometimes take for
In fact, both the parents and granted how lucky I am to be afprospective students were already filiated with a university that admade aware what Shantytown is dresses and takes an active apall about during student and fac- proach with social issues.

I

.I believe the pairing ofan X-Day with
Shantytown·provideda wonderfal
advantage to our visitors because they were
. able to see Xavier in its truest form. ·

-NATIONAL

I believe the pairing of an XDay with Shantytown provided a
wonderful advantage to our visitors because they were able to see
Xavier in its truest form.
Ifl was visiting campus for the
first time and did not see any other
activities occurring on campus, I
would be a little concerned since ·
Xavier takes great pride in offering many different activities for its
students.
I hope Shantytown, along with
all the other aspects of Xavier that
were presented, left a positive
impression with our visitors because Shantytown is just another .
example of what Xavier stands
for: educating the whole person.
Hopefully, Shantytown added
to each of our educations as well
as the education of our visitors.

-Michael Wolf
Sophomore

COMMENTARY-

Paying the price of high living
BY BO TRAPNELL
College Press Exchange
"Where is all of my money going?" I constantly ask myself.
Our lifestyles are much more
expensive than those of our parents and grandparents are, and, as
a result, they're leeching us dry.
Students, have no fear. We
live in the technology age.· While
there are free computer labs at
school, many havetheifown desktop computer for a thousand
bucks.
Add an Internet server, speakers and the newest software for
another couple hundred dollars.
Then they can e-mail friends
around the world about the sacrifice - eating Ramen noodles for
the next three years to pay off the
purchase.
Speaking of purchasing, my
parents 'used cash while in college.
They didn'.t have the freedom to

charge everything on the all-holy
Visa card. Credit card companies
are so generous, offering credit·
lines to young adults with no
strong financial means. ·Sadly, the
companies are. aware that many
students will spend like mad and
become indebted. for years.
Another modern expense is
transportation. There are three
cars in my family so everyone has
a ride ... and insurance premiums.
Today, a fuel-efficient car is not
enough either.
A sports utility vehicle (SUV)
is necessary for maneuvering in
the rugged byways of many
towns. Though an SUV can seat
six people nicely, there is no reason to share since your friends
have the same model.
·
Wardrobe is a substantial
money pit. Our parents had Sears
and Roebuck, a store with everything under one roof. ·No name

brands and no specialty stores
which inflate their prices because
they know they are the hot thing ·
at the moment · How many pairs
of shoes do you have? Dress
shoes; running shoes, waiking
shoes, hiking boots.and sandals?
We choose to pay $59 more for a
· pair of sunglasses because of the
manufacturer logo on the side.
Today, every room has a television, which equals money. Add
cable and there is more money and
probably a VCR. There may be a
stereo hooked up for surround
sound and a stack of CDs by the
wall. None of these electronics are
necessary but are a great feature.
Students· today could have a
hefty bank account if they lived
as plainly as their parents .and
·grandparents. Instead, we choose
to live with our modern conveniences and pay a substantial sum
for them.
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We know you can talk, but can
you write? ·
•Letters to the editor and guest columns are due no later
than Monday before publication.
•Letters and columns must be typed and double-spaced,
and should be between 250 and 500 words. All are
subject to editing.
•Please include phone number (not for publication) and
year in school.
•E-mail to <opinions@xavier.xu.edu> or drop off at the
Publications House.
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Women ride win streak into playoffs
Musketeers beat Rams, Explorers; finish season tied for second

~

Rifle tops MSU
The rifle team remained undefeated after narrowly outshooting
Murray State this past weekend,
6,150-6,145. XU's team score
was one of the program's highest
in recent memory.
In the smallbore competition,
junior Shari Jedinak fired a 1,159
to lead the Musketeers to a 4,6144,601 victory. She was followed
by sophomore Danielle Langfield
(1,156) and freshmen Thrine Kane
(1,153) and Scott Kerr (1,146).
In the air rifle leg of the event,
the Racers edged out Xavier,
1,544-1,536, but it was not enough
to overcome their deficit to the
Musketeers in the smallbore. XU
was led by Kane who shot a 390.
She was followed by freshman Joe
Fitzgibbon who scored a 387,
Langfield who fired a 383 and
Kerr who shot a 376.
With this victory over MSU,
who finished fourth in the nation
last year, Xavier, last year's seventh place team nationally, proved
they are among the nations best·
once again, despite graduating
four-year shooters Ted Rozman
and six-time All-American Karyn
J uziak last year.
Langfield received secondteam All-American status in air ·
rifle last year, but she has been
outshone by Kane so far this season, despite sho()ting extremely
well. Kane, the 1999 Junior
Olympic Champion has stepped
right into the tough competition
Xavier faces, as have Fitzgibbon
and Kerr.
The rifle team will be hosting
the Walsh Rifle Match again this
weekend in the Armory.
-Matt Barber

Free money
Sports Marketing's Cash Explosion giveaway will continue
this week at the volleyball games
against Temple and La Salle.
All semester long, they have
been trying to give away money
at the volleyball home games.
The only trick is that in order
to win, there must be 100 students
in attendance. Since this has not
happened all year, the money has
been carried over and the jackpot
is now at $800.
All you have to do to win is
round up a bunch of buddies, drag
them to the game, register at the
gate and the money could be
yours.
On top of that, the AAA travel
contest will come to an end on Friday. Two XU students will have a
chance to win free airfare to anywhere in the continental U.S.
If that's not enough for you, the
first l 00 students in attendance at
the Temple game will be given a
Xavier volleyball T-shirt.
Do yourself a favor arid drag
your friends to the games. If no
one wins at Friday's Temple game,
the jackpot will be $900 on Saturday for the La Salle game. Not
only will you see some good volleyball, but you could walk out of
there with a nice chunk of change.
-Joe Angolia

BY JOHN THOMPSON

assists (26), goals (67) and total
points (160). .

Sports Writer

This past weekend the women's
soccer team ended their season on
a tremendous winning streak by
trouncing Fordham 5-0 on Friday
and rolling over La Salle on Sunday with a score of 3-0.
Scoring was pretty well spread
out among the team members as
they won their fifth straight and the
10th of their last 11 games.
Having finished in a tie for second place in the A-10 with UMass
(both 9-2), Xavier will travel to
Massachusetts with league-leading
Dayton and St. Bonaventure for
the conference tourney this weekend.
With such momentum heading
into the tournament and the experience of winning it all last year on
their side, XU women will be
strong favorites to repeat.·
XAVIER 5, FORDHAM 0
All Xavier, all the time. There
was no slow start or early letdown
that allowed Fordham a goal in this
game.
There was nothing to see but a
team coming together at the end
of a season to easily taking advantage of a weaker league opponent.
From the kickoff, spectators
could tell Xavier meant business.
Within 14 minutes so could
Fordham.
The Muskies began the drubbing at the 13:55 mark with a goal
by junior Margaret Broe off of an
assist by junior Annette Gruber.
Broe then assisted on the next
goal by senior Christie Reinshagen
14 minutes later to put XU up 2-0.
XU kept the official scorer busy
by netting two more goals before
the half, orie by Gruber and one
by freshman Kassey Wagner. The
goals were assisted by freshman
Tricia Ruszkowski and junior
Mary Sue Wolfer, respectively.
Though they only put one score
on the board, the XU women
dominated the second half as well.
Sophomore Megan Hosty
found the net at the 57;52 mark
with help from Ruszkowski, who
earned her second assist of the
match.
By the end of the massacre,
Wagner had notched the first goal
of her Xavier career, and the Mus-

I
Friday, Nov. 5
•Women's soccer vs. UMass
at A-1 O Championships
•Volleyball vs. Temple
at 7:30 p.m.
•Men's tennis at Midwest
Rolex in Madison, Wis.
•Women's tennis at Midwest
Rolex in Columbus, Ohio
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
match at B a.m.

Saturday, Nov. 6
•Volleyball vs. La Salle
at 7:30 p.m.
•Men's tennis at Midwest

MUTIPLE SCORING THREATS
Assists arid goals have come
from any number of sources. this
year and this past weekend was no
exception.
Coley and Ruszkowski each
gave out two assists while Hosty
continued her hot streak with a goal
in each game.
Tri-captain Reinshagen has now
scored in five of XU's last seven
games and stands in second place
on the team with 16 points.
Meanwhile, Hosty has quietly
netted in each of the last four
matches and ranks third in scoring
with 14.
In goal, White has shut out opponents for the last 27 4 minutes and
11 seconds, which covers more than
three straight games. She has been
a part of six XU shutouts this season, five on her own.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILLIP VON FURSTENBERG

Junior Margaret Broe was one of five Musketeers to score against
Fordham this past weekend. Broe and the rest of the team head
to UMass Friday for the A-1 o Championships.

keteers had outshot the Rams 23-6.
It was only the second game this
season that Xavier registered five
goals in a game.
The defense called on freshmen ·
goalkeepers Missey White and Jennifer Pierson for only three saves on
their way to recording yet another
shutout.
XAVIER 3, LA SALLE 0
The XU women kept the clinic
open Sunday as they poured in another three goals and demonstrated
that Friday was no fluke.
Xavier again controlled the
match from the start and managed
to outshoot their opponent by another wide margin (20-3).
Scoring opened at the end cif the
first half when senior Stacy Kuhl put
one home off assists from Gruber
and junior Erin Coley.
Xavier's 1-0 lead held up until
Hosty scored at 86:43 with sophomore Lauren Garber assisting.
Gruber managed a goal in the last
minute of regulation (89: 12) with

assists credited to both Coley and
junior Laura Devore.
White recorded the team's third
straight shutout, her fifth solo shutout:of the season:.
·· .. ·
GRUBER KEEPS CLIMBING
Gruber's scoring has not
dropped off since reaching the 100point career scoring plateau a week
and a half ago;
This past weekend, Gruber tallied six more points to raise her career mark to 108; She is hot on the
trail of 199 l graduate Marla
Schuerman, who racked up 112
points in her career.
Gruber has led the way with 18
goals this year but also lends her
teammates a hand while leading the
Muskies in assists with nine.
After setting a school record with
12 assists during her freshman year,
Gruber has added 12 more up to this
point in her career.
Her current total of 24 is just two
shy of her sister Amanda, who is
first on the school's all-time list in

On Tap
Rolex in Madison, Wis.
•Women's tennis at Midwest
Rolex in Columbus, Ohio
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at B a.m.
•Swimming vs. Louisville
at lp.m.

Sunday, Nov. 7
•Women's soccer vs. TBD
at A-1 O Championships
•Men's tennis at Midwest Rolex
in Madison, Wis.
•Women's tennis at Midwest
Rolex in Columbus, Ohio
•Rifle hosts Walsh Rifle
Match at 8 a.m.

REVENGE ON TAP
FOR MUSKIES
This Friday, the Lady Muskies
travel back to UMass to take on the
Minutewomen in the first round of
the Atlantic 10 Championship tournament.
The last meeting between these
two teams resulted in a 5-0 loss that
turned out to be the Musketeers' last
defeat of the season.
The XU women have made huge
strides since then and are riding the
wave of a five-game winning streak
into their match against UMass ..··: ·
Both teams finished the regular
season with a 9-2 record in A-10
play, good enough for a share of
second place behind conference
leader Rhode Island (10-1).
The team feels confident it can
extract its revenge this time as it has
gelled into both a solid offensive
and defensive unit.
With only three seniors on the
roster, the Muskies will look to
younger players to step up in the
one-arid-out tournament.
With a solid effort from every~
one, Xavier could come home Sunday as repeat conference champions, with plans of heading to their
second straight NCAA Tournament.

GAME
Monday, Nov. 8

of the

WEEK

•Men's tennis at Midwest Rolex
in Madison, Wis.
•Women's tennis at Midwest
Rolex in Columbus, Ohio

VOLLEYBALL VS. TEMPLE

Home volleyball matches take
place in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Home swim meets take place
in the O'Connor Sports Center.
Home rifle matches take place
in the Armory.
Home games are in bold

Okay, this is starting to get
ridiculous, Sports Marketing's
Cash Explosion jackpot is
now up to $800. Go register
at the door, then watch the
women's volleyball team take
on first-place Temple as they
continue to battle for a playoff spot, and you could walk
out $800 richer.

7:30 p.m. Friday at
Schmidt Fieldhouse

SPORTS
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Volleyball takes two on road, moves into second
Wins help as Muskett?:ers battle seven other teams for four playoff spots
them back on a winning note head- tered the match with a 9-16 overal I
ing into the game against Fordham. · record, but forced the Musketeers
to a decisive fifth game.
Two wins - two conference
The Raiders managed to defeat
wins this past weekend were all the
XAVIER DEF. FORDHAM
the XU women in the first two
15-5, 7-15, 15-2, 15-6
women's volleyball team needed
to get the breathing room they desThe XU women managed to games, 15-10 and 16-14, respecperately desired in the Atlantic 10
sweep Fordham back on Sept. 24, tively.
But the Raiders were forced to
but the Rams managed to improve
standings.
Stuck in the middle of a threesince then, especially after taking watch in horror as the XU women
regained their form and stormed
the Hokies to five games.
way tie for third place in the conAs was the case with Duquesne back to take the next three games,
ference, the XU women needed to
though, success against Virginia 15-3, 15-6, and 15-8.
take advantage of the last soft spot
Rohling and Bachus shined for
Tech would not equal a victory
in their schedule this season by
the XU women, as Rohling reagainst the Musketeers.
defeating both Duquesne and
Fordham.
Game one proved to be little corded a career-high 16 digs to go
challenge for the XU women as with 62 assists. Bachus finished
Luckily for the Musketeers
they rolled over the Rams, 15-5. with an astounding 23 kill, 21 dig
both teams proved submissive,
Fordham would manage to retali- double-double.·
falling to the XU women in four
ate in the second game though, takgames each.
WHEN THE GOING GETS
ing their first game of the year
The road-trip wins allowed the
TOUGH
against the XU women, 15-7.
team to move into a tie with Rhode
But the loss in the second game
The road ahead for the XU
Island for second place in the A10 Conference, just a game up on
had little effect on the Musketeers, women will only get harder, as they
George Washington and Dayton.
as they kept control of the match will be put to the test time and time
and stomped the Rams 15-2 and 15- again during their playoff quest.
6 in the next two games, respecThe XU women will face a
XAVIER DEF. DUQUESNE
strong road block when Temple,
6-15, 15-12, 15-11, 15-10
tively.
The majority of the healthy XU first place in the A-10, comes to
First up on the ts:am's road trip
was a stop in Pittsburgh to take on
squad saw action against the Rams. town on Nov. 5. The Owls manthe Dukes. Though the XU women
Janszen continued her strong play aged to sweep the Musketeers back
for the Musketeers this season, hit- on Oct. 2.
were able to sweep Duquesne
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY VIVIAN WHITE
Senior
middle
blocker
Jenny
Janszen
registered
41
kills
this
past
Temple, along with Rhode Isting .524 from the field with no erwhen the teams first met back on
week
in
wins
over
Duqu~sne,
Fordham
and
Wright
State.
land,
always manages to give the
rors on her way to an 11-kill perSept. 25, the Dukes recently beXU women difficult match-up
came the first team to defeat Virformance.
Bachus and sophomore Jill problems.
ginia Tech at home all season long: in the thi.rd game and walked away season, ending with nine kills and
12 digs. Sophomore Sara Bachus, Hampton followed Janszen in kills,
A win against Temple would be
In the first game, the Dukes with anothernail biter, 15-11.
however,
did manage to record a as both added eight. Bachus man- a strong statement to the rest of the
Seeing the match slipping out of
showed the ability that allowed
them to beat Virginia Tech, by their grasps, Duquesne tried to in- double-double, after posting a . aged to add 10 kills as well, behind conference that the XU women are
jumping all over the XU women strument a comeback in the fourth match-high 21 digs to go with her Rohling and Osterday with 14 and not to be written off for the confer.;
ence championship:
for. a.15-.6 .game one, victory.- •c•·, •. game, but fell short, dropping .the , IS .kills... , .
16 respectively, ,- . ·
Sophomore
Angel
a
Rohling
conThe Explorers' come to town on
It wouldn't get much easier for game and the match, 15-10.
Wygant contributed to the team's
the Musketeers over the remaining
As usual, the senior duo of Jenny tinued her acclimation to the Xavier 21-6 blocking advantage by stuff- Nov. 6 as the Musketeers' last
course of the match, as Duquesne Janszen and Beth Osterday put up starting lineup after passing out 53 ing seven of her own Fordham vol- match of the year againsta team that
would continue to provide strong big numbers for .the XU women. assists and adding 11 digs.
leys. Bachus finished with six is not in contention for a playoff
Freshman Kate Wygant also con- blocks to add to the team's total.
opposition against the XU women. Janszen led all players with 18 kills.
spot.
Though the second game was
La Salle, at 2-9 in A-IO play, will
Her impact on the game was not tinued to show marked improveclosely contested, the Dukes would limited to the offensive end though, ment as she scored nine kills and
XAVIER DEF. WRIGHT ST
be the XUwomen's last seemingly
end up losing, 12-15. With the as she added 10 blocks over the dug up 12 balls.
10-15, 14-16, 15.,.3, 15-6, 15-8 certain victory before they clos~ out
The win over Duquesne immomentum seemingly on their course of the match.
Tuesday night the XU women th.e season against playoff contendside, after edging out a clos·e win,
Osterday fell just one kill short. proved the team's record to 17-6 found themselves in Dayton to take ers Virginia Tech, George Washingthe XU women turned up the heat of yet another double-double on the overall (8-4 in A-10 play), and put on the Raiders. Wright State en- ton and Dayton. ·

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

Dickman places second at Atlantic 10 Championship
Dickman breaks own school re.cord as he, Sand lead teams to ninth place finishes
BY MATT BARBER
Assistant Sports Editor

Senior Dave Dickman made his
last collegiate cross country race a
memorable one at Saturday's Atlantic 10 Championship in Philadelphia, smashing his own school
record and finishing as the individual runner-up.
Dickman's performance led the
men's team to a ninth-place finish,
one better than last year, and two
better than the coaches' poll had
predicted. The women, led by
freshman Liz Sand, also turned in
a ninth-place finish, one place better last year.
Dickman, who finished 13th in
last year's A-10 meet with a time
of 25:57, came out of the wooded
portion of the 8,000-meter course
in second place this year, and, with
a mile to go, never lost his position.
His time of 25:09 was his career
best, as well as breaking the previous Xavier school record, 25:25, he
set last season at the National
Catholic Championships ..
Sand, the top finisher for the
Xavier women for the fourth time

this season,
was the 26th
runner across
the finish line
on Saturday
with a time of
19:28 in the
5 ,000-meter
race.
The teams
both managed
to defeat St.
Bonaventure
(11th place in
both races) and
George Washington (10th
SPORTS INFORMATION place).
The
Jan Feichtner
men scored
217 points, 30
behind Dayton's 197. The XU
women scored 229 points, 60 behind eighth place Fordham's 169.
Junior Randy Dublikar and
freshman Josh Masters were the
second and third Musketeers in for
the men. The two finished 53rd and
54th, respectively, turning in times
of27:11and27:14.
Senior Dave Michitti (58th

place, 28:06) was the next XU finisher, followed closely by junior
Keith Crawford (60th, 28: 17), senior Mark Bugner (62nd, 28:32)
and freshman Pat Nemeck (65th,
28:47). There were 103 runners in
the men's race.
Freshman Jamie Adams was the
52nd finisher in the 109-runner
women's race with a time of20:26,
and the second Xavier runner to
cross the line. Senior Jan Feichtner,
who will now be turning her focus
to swimming full-time, timed a
20:31 in her last collegiate race,
good for 55th place.
The other Musketeers in the race
were freshman Nichole Moorman
(67th place, 20:55), and sophomores Maggie Dunn (68th, 20:57),
Natalie Lanese (78th, 21:16) and
Ruby Kam (9lst, 21:52).
La Salle won the A-10 team
championship in the men's competition, after placing four runners in
the top 10. The Explorers' 35
points was half that of second-place
Virginia Tech, who finished with
70. In the women's team competition, UMass placed four runners in

the top ten to cruise
to victory with 44
points, 26 better than
second-place La Salle
who finished with 70.
Next season looks
promising for the
women's team, who
will lose Feichtner,
but return six of the
top seven as well as
freshman
Nikki
Hines, who was running well before a leg
injury ended her year.
The men will be
challenged to replace
seniors Michitti and
Bugner, as well as
Dickman - the best
runner to ever wear a
Xavier uniform but Dublikar and
Masters can step up
and keep XU competitive next year.
The Musketeers
are led by head coach
Scott Swain and assistant Sylvia Kamp.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION

Sophomore Natalie Lanese helped the
women's cross country team to a ninthplace finish at the Atlantic 1OChampionship
Meet this past Saturday.
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Loss of Stewart, Payton shocks sports world
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

The sports world Jost two great
champions over this last week and
a half. The sudden death of golfer
Payne Stewart was followed by
Walter Payton's lost battle with
liver cancer on Monday, startling
fans and players across the country.
Stewart, a two-time U.S. Open
Champion, was traveling to the
PGA Tour Championship in Houston when his plane suffered pressurization failure and crashed in
South Dakota on Oct. 25.
The plane, a Lear 35 built in
1976, had taken off from Orlando,
Fla. around 9:20 a.m. with Stewart,
agents Robert Fraley and Van Arden
and the two pilots on board.
Nearly four hours after takeoff,
the plane plummeted into a grassy
field two miles west of Mina, S.D.
Though Stewart was known for
his original· dressing style, knickers and colorful outfits, his legacy
is more than just the clothes he
wore.
He enjoyed a successful pro ca-

reer which ended with him ranked
third on the all-time PGA's career
earnings list.
The three-time major champion,
1989 PGA Championship and 1991
and 1999 U.S. Open, Stewart won
18 tournaments over the course of
his career which began in 1979.
As a veteran of five Ryder Cups,
many considered Stewart to be a
lock as Ryder Cup captain in the
future.
Sadly though, Stewart's career
was cut short just as he was beginning to put it all together. This past
season, Stewart won both the Pebble
Beach Pro-Am and the U.S. Open
after sinking a memorable 15-foot
putt on the 18th gre_en.
An integral part of this year's
Ryder Cup team, Stewart played in
three matches, halving a match with
partner Davis Love III, losing a
match with partner Justin Leonard
and graciously conceding .Colin
Montgomerie's long final putt of the
match once the Americans had
clinched the cup.
Born on Jan. 30, 1957, Stewart
was just 42 at the time of his death.

He is survived by his wife Tracey, in a collegiate game.
13-year-old daughter Chelsea and
In 1973, he scored 160 total
10-year-old son Aaron.
points to lead the nation in scoring.
Back in February, ex-Chicago His career total of 464 points was
Bear Walter Payton shocked the an NCAA record. In 1974, Payton
mttion when he announced he had finished fourth in the Reisman vota rare liver disease, which at the . ing, and was selected fourth overtime was believed to be primary all by the Bears in the NFL draft.
"Sweetness," as he was affecsclerosing cholangitis.
After further examination, doc- tionately called, is arguably the
tors discovered that the National greatest running back in the history
Football League's all-time leading of the NFL. No matter who historusher was suffering from cancer _rians decide to bestow that honor
of the bile duct, the vessel that car- upon, they cannot ignore Payton's
ries digestive fluids from the liver numbers.
After an average rookie season
to the small intestine.
in
1975, Payton rushed for 1,390
The cancer had spread so rapidly that a transplant was deemed yards and 13 touchdowns in his secno longer tenable. Liver trans- ond season.
plants are rarely attempted when a
The 1977 season was the most
patient is diagnosed with cancer, productive of his career, as he esleaving Payton to fight the battle tablished career-highs in rushing
alone and wait out his remaining yards with 1,852, touchdowns with
time on Earth.
14, and yards per carry with a 5.5
Born on July 25, 1954, in Co- average.
lumbia, Miss., Payton attended
His efforts that year, including
Jackson State where he would go an NFL record 275 rushing yards
on to score 66 touchdowns during in one game against Minnesota,
his collegiate career. Payton earned him his first MVP award.
single-handedly scored 46 points
Payton did more though than

just compile astounding individual
efforts. His feats on the football
field turned the Bears from losers
in the 1970s to one of the most
dominant teams of the mid-80s.
The Bears' turnaround culminated in 1985 as the team went 151 during the regular season on the
way to their first Super Bowl win.
Payton finished the year with
1,551 rushing yards, nine touchdowns and 49 receptions for 483
yards.
Payton retired after the 1987 season with a long list of accomplishments and records, including seven
NFL and 28 Bears' records.
He finished his career with
16,726 rushing yards, 110 touchdowns, 77-100 yard rushing games,
10 seasons of 1,000 or more rushing yards and was eleeted to the Pro
Bowl nine times.
His number 34 was retired after
his career ended in 1987. In 1993,
Payton was elected to the Hall of
Fame on his first year of eligibility.
Payton is survived by his wife
Connie, daughter Brittney and son
Jarret.

Musketeers end disappointing season with win, loss
Five goals just enough to beat winless Fordham, but Xavier falls short against La Salle
BY MATT BARBER
. Assistant Sports Editor

What could only be considered
a disappointing season came to a
close this past weekend with a win
and a loss for the men's soccer
team.
The Musketeer squad, that had
been expeeted to compete for a spot
in the four-team Atlantic 10 Tournament, finished the campaign with
a 5-13-1 record overall and a 2-9
mark in the conference.
Xavier ended the season in 11th
place in the 12-team A-10 with six
points (three points are awarded for
a win, one for a tie).
Massachusetts
and
St.
Bonaventure, both 8-3 in the A-10,
were the last two teams into the
conference tournament with 24
points each.
Xavier finished ahead of
Fordham, who, with no wins all
season, had no points in the A-10
standings. George Washington, at
2-8-1, was one point ahead of XU
in the standings. Xavier lost, 1-0,
in overtime to GW two weekends
ago, but they would not be
outplayed by FU this past weekend.

XAVIER 5, FORDHAM 4
The Musketeers entered Friday
nights' game hoping to do what every other team visiting the Bronx
to challenge Fordham had done,
leave with a win.
·
Both teams played well in the
first half, with Xavier putting
slightly more pressure on the Rams.
XU forced four corner kicks to
Fordham's one, and the Musketeers
launched six shots, four on-goal, to
FU's five shots (three ongoal).
However, the score was a nil-nil tie
after the first 45 minutes of play.
The second half was a shooting
gallery as the teams combined for
nine goals on 12 shots.
Xavier struck just 20 seconds
into the second half when sopho-

more forward Mike Kelley corralled
a rebound off a defender and put the
ball into the net for his second goal
of the season. Less than 13 minutes
later, junior forward Josh
Hammerschmidt one-touched a ball
past the Fordham keeper, on the
right side, to senior midfielder David
Spaccarelli who knocked home his
second goal of the year, putting XU
ahead, 2-0.
Just over a minute later,
Hammerscmidt took a pass from
Kelley, after senior midfielder
Maringo Vlijter played the ball
through the defense, and chipped a
shot into the upper-left corner of the
goal, stretching Xavier's lead to
three goals.
Fordham wouid get on the board
less than a minute later when a great
cross was headed home, past Musketeer keeper, junior Paul Wesseling.
Less than three minutes later, a
Fordham attacker rifled a shot ongoal which Wesseling saved, but he
could not control the rebound which
was knocked past him for the Rams'
second goal.
In the 63rd minute, Xavier got an
insurance goal from senior forward
Koen Kuiken, who stole an FU pass,
closed on the goal and stuck the ball
from 10 yards away into the net,
making the score 4-2, Xavier.
Fordham was not finished, however, as goals in the 79th and 88th
minutes tied the game at four-all.
With just 1:33 remaining before
the match would head into overtime,
Xavier sophomore forward Andy
Crouch took a rebound off the Ram
keeper and put the game-winner into
a wide open goal. The goal effectively ended the game at 5-4, and
was Crouch 's second of the year.

LA SALLE 2, XAVIER 1
The final match of the season, on
Sunday at La Salle, was played in
comfortable, sunny weather, and
resembled so many other XU losses

this season in that the Musketeers
Next season will be interesting fenders returning as juniors, but the
were beaten by a single goal.
for Xavier as it graduates Vlijter and midfield and attack will be the quesLa Salle scored in the 32nd Spaccarelli, two midfield institu- tions needing answers if next seaminute of the game on a nifty com- tions. Kuiken, the leading scorer son is to be an improvement over
bination of passes that threaded the on the team with 18 points, will this one.
Knowing head coach Jack
Xavier defense.
graduate but can apply for a final
The rest of the first half was year of eligibility. Also graduating Hermans, and the off-season dediplayed evenly in shots, and Xavier will be DiBattista and senior cation of the Musketeers, this will
even forced the La Salle keeper to midfielder Steve Stamper.
certainly happen.
Besides, their luck can only imcome up with four saves.
The backfield for the Musketeers
In the second half, La Salle will stay intact with Wesseling in prove.·
made the score 2-0 in the 51 st goal, and a host of sophomore deminute on a shot
that deflected off
Wesseling
in
goal.
The Muske-·
teers answered
what role ·can you play in keeping alcohol use safe
with a goal in the
67th
minute
and responsible?
when Spaccarelli
sent a cross to senior
Brian
DiBattista, playing at forward,
who put the ball
in the net.

Because you're part of a
community that cares ....

SEASON
WRAP-UP
The Musketeers were a
tough-luck bunch
this season, with
nine of their 13
losses coming by
just one goal, and
in many of those
contests a Xavier
player put a shot
off a post or
crossbar sometimes two or three
times in a single
match.
At other times,
though, the Musketeers just did
not play well defensively, especially on corner
kicks. .
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Remember these Xavier facts
and be a winner of a

$250 gift certificate
to the store of your choice
Forms available in the Cafe Lobb November 15 & 16
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ADAM AND EVE DID IT

• Nike • Champion •
• Tommy Hilfiger • Levi • Guess
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FIND FORBIDDEN
KNOWLEDGE EVERY
WEEK BETWEEN THE
LEAVES OF
THE NEWSWIRE.
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YOU CAN, TOO .
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Can you really put a price on experience?

WINFREESTUFF.COM
"Simple to Enter. Easy to Win."

X-3607

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
ff you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
What careers can you pursue at Northwestern Health Sciences University?

ff you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up
to $65,000. Payment is either% of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
You11 also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.

Chiropractic • Integrative health and wellness • Acupuncture • Oriental medicine • Therapeutic massage
Northwestern Health Sciences University provides the widest range of choices
in natural health care in the United States.
The foundation of the University is
Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
which has earned an international
reputation in 58 years as a pioneer in
chiropractic education, patient care and
scientific research. The individual attention
and access to educational resources our

students receive helps them excel in
preparing to practice as outstanding
health care practitioners. Combined with
our pioneering clinical education programs
and our assistance in job placement,
Northwestern provides a superb
educational experience.

Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY

ARMY. BE ALL·YOU CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

Minneapolis, Minnesota
For a personal visit or
more information, call
1-800-888-4 777,
Or go virtual at

www.nwhealth.edu.
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THEATER

BRIEFS
Jonathan Mosko, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu

Dance show·
Contemporary Dance Theatre
continues its 27th guest artist season on Nov. 5 and 6. The Parsons Dance Company is the featured performer.
The company is renowned as
an international and local favorite known for its virtuosity, speed
and elegance.
The performances will take
place at the Jarson-Kaplan Theatre of the Aronoff Center for the
Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20
and $17 for the general public
and $9 for students and seniors.
Tickets are available by calling
241-SHOW.

Smart about art
The Cincinnati Art Museum is
offering a one-day seminar exploring the diverse art of Cincinnati native Jim Dine. The seminars, entitled Smart About Art,
will be conducted by museum
Docents.
The scheduled dates are Tuesday, Nov. 2 and Saturday, Nov. 6
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m ..
Cost of the seminar, including
lunch with a docent, is $20 for
members and students and $25
for the general public. To register or for more information, call
721-ARTS.

Bach
The University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
presents its sixth annual homage
to Bach with a weekend-long
"Bach Annalia" on Saturday and
Sunday, Nov. 6 and 7.
The festival offers performances, lectures and master
classes focusing on Bach cello
suites as well as a sampling of
works by his famed contemporary, Handel.
The festival is free and open
to everyone. For more information, contact the College-Conservatory of Music at 556-2683.

Symphony update
John Adams, internationally
recognized composer and conductor, will lead the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra and the
May Festival Chorus Nov. 5 and
6 at 8 p.m.
Adams, winner of "Composer
of the Year" in 1997 by Musical
America, will be conducting his
own work.
The event will take place at
Music Hall. Tickets are available
by callin& 381-3300.

Free concert
The University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
continues its ongoing series of
chamber music concerts with a
free performance by James
Tocco.
The concert is on Wednesday,
Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. in Corbett Auditorium. For more information,
contact CCM at 556-2683.
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Through the looking 'Glass'
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS' POETIC SOUL SEARCHER TIDS MONTH AT PLAYHOUSE INTHE PARK
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Diversions Writer

"I didn't go to the moon, I went
much further - for time is the longest distance between two places."
- Tom Wingfield, "The Glass Menagerie" by Tennessee Williams
Amanda Wingfield and her children, Tom and Laura, live in a
cramped St. Louis apartment in the
1930s.
Tom works in a shoe warehouse,
but he works hardest at his poetry and
at escaping his domineering mother,
who has begun to panic over the future of mildly crippled Laura, a young
woman as fragile as her collection of
glass animals.
Hoping to secure a beau for her,
Amanda persuades a reluctant Tom to
invite a co-worker to dinner. In one
evening, the gentleman caller brings
Laura her greatest joy and most profound heartbreak, signaling the colIa pse of the family's collective
dreams.
What's left at the end of ''The Glass
Menagerie" is an image of tragic
beauty that etches itself on Tom, Tennessee and the American theater forever.

THE GOOD
Williams' script is one of the most
elegantly written plays in American
literature. Williams gives Tom's character his ear and mouth for poetry.
The beginning of the play has Tom
enter the stage with one word etched
on his face, "Gotcha." The character
then spouts poetry, entrancing the
audience as he sets the scene of the
Wingfield household and its ailments.
Joey Collins did a nice job in his

portrayal of the character
Williams based on himself.
Collins accessed the timeless
angst over breaking away
from the family and making
oiie'.s own way. This "here
until you're gone" feeling of
Tom is always an issue, with
the younger generation vs.
the old.
The gentleman caller, Jim
O'Connor, was also played
well by Sean Dougherty, a
Rockwell painting in the
flesh as he enters the dysfunctional household with his
own ailments of nostalgia and
his unknown future.
Bill Clarke's set design
was a fascinating use of rundown 1930s slums looming
over the cramped apartment
of the Wingfields. The actual
PHOTO COURTESY OF SANDY UNDERWOOD, CINONNATI PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
apartment of the Wingfields' Jim O'Connor (Sean Dougherty) and Laura Wingfield (Anney Giobbe)
was an interesting balance of share a pleasant bit of conversation and admire Laura's collection of
the practicality of a func- glass figurines in Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie."
tional apartment and the characteristic style of the '30s.
an intimate play. Clarke's grand ity production of another theatrical
design, using the overhead fire es- classic. Williams' script is deficapes, seemed more like filler for riitely worth the experience. The
THE BAD
Playhouse spared no expense for
Amanda Wingfield, played by such a large stage.
Roberta Maxwell, had one too
"The Glass Menagerie" is a the production; the result stimulates
many flubs in her lines. Her recov- drama with one of the most subtly the eyes as Williams seduces the
eries were noticeably clumsy to the sad endings in the world of theater. ears and heart.
audience, as well as her lack of fo- Many of the most dramatic mocus on Amanda's incredible mono- ments at the climax of the play were
THE INFO
logues. Amanda Wingfield is such followed by uncomfortable laugh"The Glass Menagerie" will run
a multi-faceted character with such ter from the audience. It was odd until Nov. 19. Fo~ more informaa depth to her that Maxwell's por- to see a conflict between Amanda tion or for tickets, call 421-3888.
trayal was as transparent as the glass . and.Tom laced with an inappropri- Also, for you broke druids, all unate laugh track.
animals in the story.
reserved seats are half-price when
The same looming set design by
purchased at the Playhouse between
Clarke also seems underutilized.
THE BUZZ
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. the day of the
The stage of the Robert S. Marx
Once again, the Cincinnati Play- show.
Theatre seemed too large for such house in the Park has done a qua!-

-CONTEST-

Ethical essayists, here's your chance
WRITE AN ESSAY ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS, WIN UP TO $5,000 - IT'S THAT EASY
· The Elie Wiesel Foundation for the 21st century from repeating the
Humanity is accepting entries for the mistakes of the past?
11th annual Ethics Essay contest.
- What is the most profound
This annual contest challenges col- moral dilemma you have personally
lege students to discuss modern ethi- experienced and what has the experience taught you about eth"-,J).--.,,.....ti:t:il'i~°"'
cal issues.
Past contest winners include essays
Students should submit ~~:::.;}'-~~
on Bosnian women, scientific ethics 3,000-4,000 words in o 0f.}
and South Africa.
ber of forms. Essays nips
Suggested topics for this year's original, unpublishe ~o
contest are as follows:
student.
...
- At the beginning of the third
First prize is $5 OQD,
g_€o 15, Elie Wiesel and
millennium, what ethical issue con- prize is $2,500, third p ·i!i l,
am W"e e sent to Auschwitz,
cerns you the most, and what concrete and two honorable men ·Qn~ ·1 be
h..e st his parents and
proposals would you make to deal · awarded $500 each. The es~4t>1Jf u xf..l!~ge) 1ster.
with it?
test is open to all full-time }ilni~
experience inspired his
- The 20th century produced un- and senior undergraduates. The memoir Night, which has been inprecedented violence: the Holocaust, contest deadline is Jan. 21, 2000.
ternationally acclaimed and trans"ethnic cleansing" and genocide.
. Each entering student must sub- lated into more than 20 languages.
What action must be taken to prevent mit a faculty sponsor form with his
After the war, he studied in Paris

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on·Nov. 2 ...
Sebastian Bach, Bring 'Em Back Alive (Spitfire) ... Counting Crows,
This Desert Life (lnterscope) ... Danzig, 6:66 Satan's Child (E-Magazine)
... Br.nee Dickinson, Scream for me Brazil (Sanctuary) ... Foo Fighters,
There is Nothing Left to Lose (RCA) ... Don Henley, Otherwise (Warner
Bros.) ... Jewel, Joy: A Holiday Selection (Atlantic) ... Rage Against the
Machine, The Battle ofLos Angeles (Epic) ... Sauce Money, Middle Finger
U (MCA) ... Savage Garden, Affirmation (Columbia) ...
... all dates are tentative.

and became a journalist. He is devoted to the cause of human rights
and has earned numerous awards,
including the 1986 Nobel Prize for
Peace.
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity was established by
Wiesel and his wife shortly thereafter.
The foundation's mission is "to
advance the cause of human rights
by creating forums for the discussion and resolution of urgent ethical issues."
- Source: The Elie Wiesel
Foundation for Humanity
and accompanying Web site:
www.eliewieselfoundation.org.

live Wires
Wednesday, Nov. 3

Saturday, Nov. 6

Biohazard
@Annie's
and
Moody Blues
@ Firstar Center

Kelly Richey Band
@ Shady O'Grady's

Thursday, Nov. 4
Kenny Wayne Shepherd
@Bogart's

Sunday, Nov. 7
Robyn Hitchcock
wl Tim Keegan & Departure
Lounge
@Top Cat
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Stroke9
Nasty Little Thoughts
(Cherry/Universal)
Is it possible for something
original to materialize out of an
amalgamation of past musical creations? Stroke 9, on their majorIabel debut, exhibit the ability of a
band to develop a not-so-distinct
sound, yet somehow all the more
distinct for all its imitation.
This album is somewhat a conglomeration of contemporary popular music.
Of course, I don't mean to imply that Stroke 9 was influenced by
any of the bands I will list. It is
entirely possible these bands sound
similar because the development of
popular music has arrived comfortably, for the moment, as a sound
defined by Matchbox 20.
· It boils. down to a teen-aware
recording, begging for attention
from the easily influenced masses.
Translation - the guys in the band
are attractive and their music disguises itself as catchy.
I guess it is no surprise the band
sounds a lot like Matchbox 20 at
times. "City Life" contains the
mantra: "Don't push me, don'i:push
ine, don't push me ... " with a
sounq eerily 'similar to several songs

I
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off the lovely little disease that is song ... However, the tongue twister part of the mainstream may have
makes the song something to smile petered out. Fortunately, ehher
Matchbox 20's .debut.
someone forgot to tell Big Bad VooSimilarly, on "Down," lead vo- at.
In reality, .comparisons mean doo Daddy that pop-swing was on
calist Luke Esterkyn shouts: "Call
out my name, speak to me I Say that absolutely nothing. I could tell you its way out, or they know and just
it's alright to be on the wrong track." the songs sounded like a mixture of don't care.
· Their 1998 debut album Big Bad
The buildup in the music to this Lionel Richie and Cyndi Lauper
with
a
touch
of
Metallica.
You
Voodoo
Daddy was overshadowed
point mirrors a lovely pop song
might
be
able
to
recognize
these
in
the
Top
40-listening public eye
construction.
by
the
watered-down,
sold out
Stroke 9 doesn't end with this elements.
Aurally speaking, the collection swing of the upstart Cherry Poppin'
comparison. "Tail of the Sun" begins with a slight resemblance to of songs is enjoyable not because Daddies. However, serious swing
Soul Coughing, while culminating of the similarities to other bands, enthusiasts could see the difference
in a shrill vocal, quite similar to the but because they appear to enjoy between trend and talent, and the
efforts of BBVD did not go unnotheir work.
New Radicals.
Timeless themes, forgetable ticed.
They parallel the New Radicals
Last month, Big Bad Voodoo
sound, vocally, on "One Time" as music at times - not many bands
well. It is a sort of shrill, falsetto . in the 90s can claim to be different. Daddy came back strong with This
yelp, kind of like the sound a dog The songs are cookie-cutter at Beautiful Life, a collection of songs
makes when you step on his foot, if times, but ultimately, the formula that is both more daring and
the dog were to speak: "You know . works. Justdon'texpecttobeover- brassier and, at the same time, more
refined than their original album.
whelmed by originali!Y·
its just where I'm at."
BBVD goes to great lengths to
This CD earns$$$.
This CD incorporates a wide ar-Adam Ziemkiewicz , put their own bold spin on swing
ray of rock styles. The themes do
Diversions Writer music, and they come charging out
not stray far from typical ·rock
of the gate on the first track, "Big
themes.
and Bad." A thumping bass pulse
The enjoyable "Letters" finds
gives way to wailing trumpets and
the band frolicking through a little
trombones, letting the listener know
'ditty on post-relationship thoughts.
right away that they are in for a
This song also contains the best use
rollercoaster of an album.
of the word "throngs" since "Give
You can be sure of a fair share
My Regards to Broadway." Apof danceable tracks, from the
plause is necessary for this verbal
mambo stylings of "I Wanna Be
entity.
Like You" to the swing-rock of "Big
"Little Black Backpack," the
Time Operator."
you-cheated-on-me-and-1-hateFor those tender moments, skip
him-but-not-you song, is another
to track number nine, the cozy waltz
fun romp.
of "Still in Love with You" or perThe song begins with a nice slow .
haps
11, the mournfully sweet acmoan and builds to a recount of the
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
cordion-backed lullabye "Sleep
battering befalling a certain man
This Beautiful Life
Tight" - these guys thought of
with the aforementioned backpack
(Coolsville/Interscope)
everything .
. on his person: "just don't expect to
As an added bonus; ~'dedicated·
get your bloody black backpack
Notice you don't hear as much
about swing music as you did this to the late, great Frank Sinatra,"
back."
They end up sounding like "So- time last year? The cultural blip that BBVD arranges a cover of Old Blue
cial Distortion" at the end of this made zoot suits and dry martinis Eyes' version of"Ol' MacDonald."

.- R E S T A U R A N T

But this isn't the nursery-school
standard you're used to: "01'
MacDonald had a farm I E-I-E-1-0
I And on this farm there was a chick
I Prettiest chick I know I ... Oh, this
chick she had a walk I E-I-E-1-0 I
and how this walk would drive 'em
wild I swingin' to and fro ... "
One of the endearing qualities of
swing music is that a lot of the wellmade songs could stand alone as
instrumental pieces with no vocal
line needed.
With This Beautiful Life, the creative growth and lyrical confidence
of singer/songwriter Scotty Morris
is evident in his vocal presence on
every track.
Instead of the simple call-andresponse characteristic of their earlier work, Morris crafts entire
verses/chorus arrangements, sliding
them in between the bounding piano work of Joshua Levy and the
resonant brass section.
In short, BBVD has escaped the
sophomore slump - this CD is
even better than their last one.
Music lovers will celebrate; swing
enthusiasts will swoon.
This CD earns $$$$
- Jonathan Mosko
Diversions Editor
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REVIEW-

For another meal option, give Schott a· shot.
SCHOTT DINING HALL-AN ON-CAMPUS ALTERNATIVE TO YOUR AVERAGE COLLEGE MEAL
BY MARIE LEIST AND
JACKSON GOODNIGHT
Guest Writers

Tired of the same old food? And
the water spots on the silverware?
Would you rather be served instead
of lining up for your meals?
There is an alternative right on
Xavier's campus! On the second
floor of Schott Hall, a new dining
experience is hidden.
Schott Dining Hall, which has
drastically been changed from its
previous format, offers casual dining to the students and staff of
Xavier University.
Upon arrival to Schott Dining
Hall, one is greeted by a hostess and
led to an arranged table complete
with cloth napkins, table cloth and
crystal-clear china.
The Schott Dining Hall offers a
quiet atmosphere with slow jazz
playing in the background; a far cry
from the reggae-R&B mix competing with the loud conversation filling the Cafe.
Quickly after being seated, we
were approached by Yolanda, who
professionally greeted us and assisted us in our entree choice.
The menu offered a variety. of
appetizers, sandwiches, soups, salads and scrumptious desserts. The
prices ranged from approximately
$1.95 to $5.25. The selections from

the menu differed from those found
in the Grill, especially for the 21
and over crowd (there was the
choice of wine and beer).
After ordering our lemonade and
Coke (due to the underage ID requirement), we decided to try the
marinated grilled chicken sandwich
with waffle fries and a chef salad
along with clam chowder. Also
brought to the table was a small loaf
of delicious warm bread.
The grilled chicken was much
better than what can be ordered in
the Grill.
It was a grilled marinated breast
of chicken with Swiss cheese on a
Kaiser roll with shredded iceberg
lettuce, beefsteak tomatoes accompanied by Dijon mayonnaise.
It was much better than expected, and it came highly recommended by Yolanda.
The waffle fries, which came
with the delicious chicken sandwich, were a cross between french
fries and potato chips. However,
the waffle fries weren't the highlight of the meal, as they were a
little dry and bland.
At the other end of the menu
spectrum were the soup and salads
... .:_ in particular, the clam chowder.
It arrived piping hot and was accompanied by the warm freshly
baked bread.

The clam chowder was exceptional due to the many clams and
spices. The chef salad was a highlight of the meal.
There was fresh crisp iceberg
lettuce accompanied by boiled egg
quarters, tomato wedges, julienne
pit smoked ham, domestic Swiss
cheese, Wisconsin sharp cheddar
cheese and smoked .turkey breast.
The quality of the salad was excellent and highly recommended for
all you salad lovers!
Who could forget our dessert?
Double layer chocolate cake to be
exact! If you are not a chocolate
lover perhaps you would be better
suited with the apple pie or the carrot cake.
The Schott Dining Hall has three
daily dessert selections. For you
chocolate fanatics, you must try the
chocolate cake, loaded with rich
chocolate icing - a perfect way to
top off a great meal !
Even though it may seem that
this is the ideal restaurant, there is
room for improvement. For starters, they should consider expanding the selection to include more
variety on the menu.
In addition, the kitchen noise
distracted from the smooth jazz and
the pleasant a~osphere.
But when it comes to the food,
everything was excellent, except the

cheese on the salad had time to start
melting under the heat lamp, and
the waffle fries left something to be
desired.
Even considering these minor
details, everyone should experience
the Schott Dining Hall.
Following our meal, Matt
Russo, food service retail manager,
sat down with us to discuss the current status of the dining hall.
He spoke to us about the many
changes that had taken place, transforming a buffet-style meal into the
new restaurant atmosphere.
In addition, he answered some
questions we had concerning student use of the dining hall.
He explained that the dining
hall is suited more for older students
and faculty to provide some relief
for the overcrowded cafeteria.

He also explained why they
could not accept board meals, citing the loss of $40,000 last year in
the Grill when board meals were accepted.
However, cash, declining balance and Muskie money are accepted at the S~hott Dining Hall.
So if you want a new Xavier dining experience with awesome food
and service, make a short trip to
Schott Dining Hall. You'll love every bite of it!
Newswire Rating:

****
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ree. e111ail
·.vvith a voice.

Plus voicemail
and fax
all in one place.
Free now.
Free forever.
Just think of it, your voice in email, with fax and
voicemail included all in one nice, neat place.
Register. Click. Speak. Send. Wham!
People get the real you. You don't have to
change a thing. Keep your current ISP.
Keep your current email. Nothing to buy,
change or hassle with. Finally, the kind
of email that speaks your language.

\ Sign up now at www.onebox.com
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24-HOUR
HOTLINE
FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTS

Paramount's Kings Island will host
performer auditions and technical
~upport interviews for Paramount Parks
2000 Entertainment program in:

321-3100
Pregnancy
Problem
Center,
East, Inc.

*

*

Cincinnati, OH 999
Saturday, Novembber ;•1\99
Sunday Novem er '
Param'ount's Kings Island
lhe Paramount lheatr?
.3·30 mActors, s\nge~s,
\~~t~~~:;alists .~echnidans, Variety
2:00-4:00 pm Dancers

For more information call 513.754.5740
or visit our website at WWW'.auditionnow.com
Paramount Parks is an equal opportunity employer. ® & © 1999 Paramount Parks.

\,.
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Off-Campus Housing

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue
-Free heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
"'.Parking
-Air-Conditioning
Accepting Applications
$320and up

Manager: Art
961-3786

Office:
474-509.'.J

klnko•s· Express Yourself."'

'. S'l\Y"E $5

S'l\Y"E 200110

--------------------~-------,----------------------------

PHOTO-A-MONTH
DELUXE CALENDAR

Save $5.00 on each Photo-A-Month Deluxe calendar. Unlimited quantity.
Offer limited to one coupon pertransactlon. Coupon must be relinquished
at time of purchase and may not be reproduced. Coupon not valid with
other coupons, offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases. Offer
valid at participating U.S. Kinko's locations only. Products and services
vary by location. Coupon void where prohibited or restricted by law. No
cash value. Offer expires January 31, 2000. Klnko's requires written
permission from the copyright holder In order to reproduce copyrighted
works.

CUSTOM
GREETING CARDS

Save 20% on apurchase of 20 or more full-photo or decorative frame Custom
Greeting Cards. Offer limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be
relinquished attime of putchase and may not be reproduced. Coupon not valid
with other coupons, offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only
and may not be discounted or credited toward past or future purchases.
Offervalld at participating U.S. Klnko's locations only. Products and services
vary by location. Coupon void where prohibited orrestricted by law. No cash
value. Offer expires January 31, 2000. Kinko's requires written permission
from the copyright holder In order to reproduce copyrighted works.

FAIRBORN

FAIRBORN

2646 Colonel Glenn Highway • 937-429-2585

2646 Colonel Glenn Highway • 937-429-2585

kinko•s·

kinko•s·

GMA999

. Express Yourself.'"

EXP 1/31/00

GMA999

Express Yoursele

Are you looking to start your
career in the financial industry?
We are currently seeking
individuals who are pursuing a
degree in Accounting, Business,
or Finance to fill entry-level
positions in our Brokerage and
Trust Operations departments.

Our attractive compensation and benefits package is
designed to enhance your personal and professional
growth. For consideration, please call Carla Bostic at
(513) 744-8535 or send a resume, indicating position
of interest, to:

Fifth Third Bank
Human Resources
38 Fountain Square Plaza
Cincinnati, OH 45263
fax: (513) 744-8621
Equal Opportunity Employer.

EXP 1/31/00

Visit our web site at www.53.com
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November 3
Gather 'round children, it's
time for a song. The words are really easy; in fact, I only know the
chorus. It goes: "NANA-NANA,
NANA-NANA, hey hey hey, who
cares?" I think you know the tune.
It's a very versatile song, as you
can insert any two syllable phrase
at the end. For example: "buck
shoe," "freak blue" or maybe "tuck
hue;" It's just something to keep
in mind when you're busy not going to a party this weekend.

By Jennah Durant

Go. Dot. Go. Doe. G'doe.
G'doe, mate. Are you still waiting
to find out what I'm getting at?
So are two crazy guys in this play,
only they're on a street corner submerged in what appear to be garbage cans discussing a very important topic: nothing. Confused? Maybe I'll go see "Waiting for Godot." It's an absurdist
play written by the Irish author
Samuel Beckett, so of course it's
the newest production for the Cincinnati. Shakespeare Festival.
Duh. It'll be running for a few
weeks, a/ors, you don't have to
squeeze in time to see it just yet.

Besides the free coffee,
camradarie and culture, there are
plenty of other things to get you
to go to the International Coffee
Hour. For one, you never know
when a random guy with bongos
will show up and start playing in
the corner. Not that it's ever happened, but you never know. Be at
the Romero Center in the basement
of the University Center from 3:304:30 p.m. to find out if he's there.

.·FRIDAY

They Might Be, a Jazz Band,
otherwise known as Medeski,
Martin and Wood, is in town just
for you. This group is pretty hard
to define, kind of like butterscotch. Maybe all you have to
know is there's a song on one of
their albums called "Everybody
Love My Jesus." What in the heck
does that mean? Maybe you can
find out at 8 p.m. at Bogarts.
HELP WANTED
Make $25+ per houri Direct sales representatives
needed now! Market credit
card applications. $5 per app.,
we help you get started! Call
(800) 651-2832.
SPRING BREAK 20001
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & South Padre.
Call USA Spring Break for a
free brochure and rates and
ask how you can go for free!
Call (888) 777-4642 or .visit
www.usaspringbreak.com
SPRING BREAK 20001
#1 Spring Break 2000 vacations! Book early & save!
Best prices guaranteed!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida! Sell trips, earn cash
& go free! Now hiring campus
reps! Call (800) 234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
HELP WANTED
Law office runner needed.
Will run errands, make deliveries and do court filings. College student is preferred. Will
work in White Oak office. Requirements: have an insured
automobile, valid driver's license and a strong work ethic.
$7.50 per hour plus mileage
and compensated for other
out of pocket expenses.
Please send resume to:
Michael J. Bergman, Esq.,
6020 Cheviot Road, Cincinnati, OH 45247.
FOR RENT
A 2-3 bedroom apartment
in a quiet building across
street from Xavier. Includes
carpet, laundry and garage.
Available now for $625/$675.
Please call 961-5555 for
more info.
SKI 2000 &
MILLENNIUM FIESTA
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8
beginning at $329 (5 nts).
New Year's In Mexico via
TWA Dec. 28 (5 nts) & Jan. 2
(6 nts). Book now (800)
TOUR-USA.
Visit
www.studentexpress.com

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

November 5
It might be a long way from
awards season in the real world,
but here in Calendar City, the accolades never cease. Now presenting The Worst Acronymn Ever
award to ... CAACURH! Con~
gratulations to the enigmatic conference RHA is hosting through
Friday. Let's see, what could it all·
mean? "Council to Acctuate Avid

HELP WANTED
Spring Break 2000 with
STS-Join America's'.#1 student tour operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, cruises
and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call (800) 6484849 or visit:
www.ststravel.com
FOR RENT
Norwood 2- and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly renovated kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, laundry, off-street
parking and clean. Price:
$450 and $600 + utilities. Call
861-4111.
NEED CASH??
$$$ for mint CDs! Tristate's best selection of alternative, hard core, hip hop,
rock, R&B and rap. New and
used CDs, cassettes, vinyl.
Posters and collectables.
Everybody's Records, 71North to Ridge Avenue-North.
6106 MontgomE!,ry Road, Cincinnati. (513) 531-4500.
HELP WANTED
Want to work for Chicago's
best companies? The best
entry-level growth opportunities for college students and
grads. Top paying full-time and
temporary positions. Jobs include: administrative, customer·servlce, HR & Marketing assistants, finance professionals. Call now to work during winter break or to get your
career search started! Advanced Personnel, (888) ACAREER, or visit us at:
acareer@advancedgroup.com
HELP WANTED
Servers/Bartenders Tired of working until dawn?
Cincinnati Magazimts "best"
restau'rant Is seeking parttime help. Busy, wine/beer
only, flexible, reasonable
hours, good $$$. Also seeking hosVess, day deli clerks,
busser/dishwashers. Apply in
person at Dilly Deli Wines &
Gourmet, 6818 Wooster, behind Starbucks, Mariemont.

Concurrence Under Random
Hal.ls." Ooh, ooh, I bet the last
two words are "residence hall."
Me smart. Me use deductive reasoning power. OK, knowing this
new info, it must stand for "Conference to Arm rebel forces Aiming to orchestrate Coups to bring
their governments Under the control of our Residence Halls."
. Hhmmm. Subversive punks.
They shall be stopped.
The World Series may be over,
but we've still got the collegiate
volleyball season. OK, maybe I
extrapolated that analogy a little
too far, but hey, sports are sports,
right? Temple is here from the
City of Brotherly Owls for a showdown at Schmidt at 7:30 p.m.
Speaking of post season play,
we've still got a few teams going.
The whole soccer program is off
to wild and wonderful Lowell,
Mass., for the Atlantic 10 tournament. Well, the whole program minus the men's team, because they ... um, they're busy
that day. I guess that leaves half
the soccer program, the female
butt-kicking half, to do the
work and get the glory. Good
luck, women!
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We've got the Albers biology
building; the Cintas Center, the
O'Connor Sports Center and a
heaping rounded spoonful of
other specifically named venues
on or about our fair campus.
Grander still, we have the University Center. How riveting.
Chances are it will have a fancy
and perhaps schmancy name once
it is razed and then raised again,
but for now we live in Blandville..
Even the theater in the University Center doesn't have a name.
Porquois pas, I ask you? If anyone knows if this place has a real
name, or if you would like to suggest one, please let me in on it.
Maybe you will even be accorded
a prize. This would prevent me
from writing things like this:

It's classical piano time again,
and word is Kemal Gekic was influenced by the Mamas and the
Papas as well as the Bangles.
·Maybe he'll perform "Manic Sunday, Sunday" in honor of them and
today. Go to the theater in Eden
Park at 2:30 p.m. to find out.

The chamber orchestra has a
concert at 7:30·p.m. in the University Center Theatre (which
they do).

I

Instead I could write: The
chamber orchestra has a concert
at 7:30 p.m. in Bob. (Or would it
be "at Bob"?)

Pax Christi wants you to see
"To Kill a Mockingbird" with the
young and lovely Gregory Peck
at 7 p.m. in Alter B-11, so do it.

classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 _minimum. To.
place your classified, call the
advertising manager at
745-3561.
SPRING BREAK 2000
"The Millennium." A new
decadence in travel. Free
trips, free meals &drinks. Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados & Bahamas. Book before Nov. 5 for free meals and
2 free trips. Book before Dec.
17 for lower prices! Call (800)
426-7710 or visit us at:
www.sunsplashtours.com
Hl'.:LPWANTED
Host/Hostess: Friendly,
outgoing person with neat
appearance wanted to greet
customers on Friday & Saturday nights from 8 p.m. - 1
a.m. for $1 O/hour. Apply in·
person at Havana Martini
Club, 580 Walnut Street. Call
651-2800 and ask for Gina.
Cocktail Server: Parttime, Saturday night with
some weeknights. Excellent
upscale atmosphere. Must be
friendly, reliable and a neat
appearance. Experience
with Micro computer systems
preferred. Apply in person at
Havana Martini Club, 580
Walnut Street. Call 651-2800
and ask for Gina.
FREE BABY BOOM BOX
+ EARN $12001
Fundraiser for student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app.
Call for information or visit our
Web site. Qualified callers receive a free baby boom box.
Call (800) 932-0528 ext.119 or
try
ext.125.
www.ocmconcepts.com

Then there's the Fieldhouse,
the one we can casually refer to as
"Schmidt" and not "the place
where the men's basketball games
used to be, but now the women's
b-ball and volleyball teams play
there and we have Midnight Madness there and the teams practice
there." It's also helpful to indicate to you that the volleyball
team plays there at 7:30 p;m.
against LaSalle.

FOR RENT
Location: 3964 Regent.
Short-term rental from Dec.
'99-May '00. 3-bedroom
($600/mo.) and 1-bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $850/mo.) +
utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984-8576.
HELP WANTED
Approximately 1/4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an immediate opening for a part-time
cashier/operator. Reliability is
imperative. The hours required
are Mondays (5-9 p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.), Wednesdays
(5-9 p.m.) and Saturdays (10
a.m.-4 p.m.). Approximately 17
total hours per week. To Interview, call Mr. Elmlinger at 5315500. from 8 a.r.i.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
FOR RENT
3 bedroom, 2 bath, .5 mile
from campus, hardwood
floors, large rooms, fireplace,
off-street parking. For $1150
month + utilities. Call Tim @
351-2178, ext. 101.
FOR RENT
Newly renovated 3 bedroom apt. Features: quiet, .5
mile from campus, fully
equipped kitchen, hardwood
floors, ale, large rooms, deck,
off-street parking, June $1000/
month.CallTlm@ 351-2178,
ext. 101.
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November 8
Learn how to say feliz
cumpleaiios in many languages at
an international birthday party at
the Romero Center from 3-4 p.m.

HELP WANTED
Design firm needs dependable person for light
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be
a self-starter and preferably
experienced. This is a position of responsibility and trust.
Top'.notch clientele contracts.
Will work.with school schedule. Apply by faxing a personal letter outlining experience to (513) 621-5771.
TEACHERS·ECE
Flexible hours! Competitive pay! Great experience!
NAEYC accredited, Head
Start program seeking motivated and energetic teachers I Full-day childcare in
Hyde Park, Harrison, Walnut
Hills & Westwood. Infant,
toddler, preschool, school
age programs. PfT mornings
and afternoons. Call 9612696 or fax resume to 9611160. EOE.
SPRING BREAK
Browse icpt.com for Spring
Break "2000." ALL destinations offered. Trip participants,
student organizations & campus sales reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-campus at (800)
327-6013.
FOR SALE
Carpet-plush, beige, like
new condition, no.stains. Approximately 13 X 25 ft. with
padding (covers 2 bedrooms).
$50 OBO. Loveland 697-8824. ·
WEB SITE
Free CD of cool India
music when you register at
mybytes.com, the ultimate
Web site for your college
needs.
HELP WANTED
Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Call
MediCard (541) 386-5290,
ext. 300.
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EARN MONEY
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories from Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or part time and ·
get paid upon completion -of
each route. To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured
vehicle. To apply, call Monday
through Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call (800) 979-7978. Directory
Distributing Association. We
are an EOE.
SPRING BREAK 2000
Cancun and Jamaica as
low as $399. Reps wanted!!!
Sell 15 and travel free. Lowest price guaranteed!!I For information, call (800) 446-8335
or visit: www.sunbreaks.com
FOR RENT
Newly renovated 5 bedroom apt. Includes 2 bath, .5
mile from campus, off-street
parking, full kitchen, deck,
large rooms & ceiling fans.
For June $1500/month. Call
Tim @ 351-2178, ext 101.
FOR RENT
Houses for rent: 885
Clinton Springs; 7-bedroom, 3
1/2 bath. 3550 Woodburn Ave.;
3-bedroom, fully equipped.
1612 Dana Ave. 4-bedroom,
fully equipped. Call 321-0043
or 241-9421 for more info.
FOR RENT
Very large 4-bedroom apt.
Includes full kitchen, sun
room, ale, carpet, tile, ceiling
fans, off-street parking, laundry on site, very nice, for August $1250/month. Call Tim @
351-2178, ext.101.
SPRING BREAK
Act now! Call for the best
Spring Break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida
& Mardi Gras. Representatives needed ... travel free,
earn $$$. Discounts for 6+.
Call (800) 838-8203 or visit,
www.lelsuretours.com

